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Welcome to the Course!

The Tellington TTouch Method is an integrative, holistic method of working with animals. It
combines a forward‐thinking, positive attitude towards behavior with a body of logical, non‐
confrontational techniques and exercises geared to promoting mental, physical and emotional
balance.

This manual is intended to give you supplementary information as you work through the
course.

The course is intended to help you:
 Understand how to apply Tellington TTouch philosophy and attitude into all interactions
with animals.
 Prepare you for hands‐on work with a variety of dogs
 Cover the theoretical portion of the Tellington TTouch Practitioner Training
 Give you the details of how and why we use various TTouches and movement exercises
 Choose and utilize the appropriate TTouch Tools for the individual animal and context.
Completion of this course and passing the assessment will help fulfill the Online Education
requirement for Tellington TTouch Practitioner Status.
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Learning Objectives and Assessments:
Lesson 1 | Tellington TTouch: About The Method
Learning Objectives:

Learn the goals of the Tellington TTouch Method.

Understand the historical development of the Tellington TTouch Method.

Identify the components of the Tellington TTouch Method.

Lesson 2 | Tellington TTouch: Attitude & Philosophy
Learning Objectives:

Identify the philosophical foundation and core principles of the Tellington TTouch Method.

Understand the significant link between posture, physical balance, and behavior.

Describe the difference between training a specific behavior and the use of Tellington TTouch princi‐
ples to build self‐control, self‐awareness, and confidence in an animal.

Understand the meaning of the concept expressed as “change your mind, change your animal.”

Lesson 3 | Training Your Eye: Observation & Awareness
Learning Objectives:

Identify the five main categories of observation.

Identify common physical characteristics observed in dogs in both stress and calm states.

Recognize and correctly interpret canine body language and communication signals.

Identify and describe the five primary coping strategies dogs employ when feeling threatened or
stressed.

Lesson 4 | Basics of Bodywork: The TTouches
Learning Objectives:

Understand the purpose of TTouch Bodywork.

Identify the four categories of TTouches.

Describe the pressure scale used with TTouch.

Identify the nine elements of TTouch.

Perform the basic circular ttouch, a lift, and a slide on a dog known to you.

Perform two areas of extremity work on a dog known to you.

Lesson 5| The Sensory Side of TTouch: How TTouch Influences the Nervous System
Learning Objectives:

Recognize the role of new sensory experiences in changing behavioral responses.

Describe the significance of brain plasticity.

Identify the sensory input that encourages an approach response or withdrawal response in an ani‐
mal.

Lesson 6 | All Wrapped Up: Body Wraps
Learning Objectives:

Describe the purpose and effects of Tellington TTouch Body and Face/Head Wraps.

Demonstrate the sequence of steps to introducing and applying a Quarter Body Wrap on a dog.

Demonstrate the sequence of steps to introducing and applying a Half Body Wrap on a dog.

Demonstrate the sequence of steps to introducing and applying a Face Wrap on a dog.
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Lesson 7 | Tools for Change: Harnesses
Learning Objectives:

Describe the purpose of using a harness with two points of leash connection to walk a dog.

Understand the proper fit and mechanics of various harnesses.

Unit 8 | Change the Posture: Change the Behaviour ‐ Basic Leash Skills
Learning Objectives:

Understand the relationship between pulling on a tight leash and reactivity for a dog.

Learn and perform the application of the Balance Leash and the Balance Leash Plus on a dog.

Learn and perform the technique of leash stroking to reduce opposition and pulling on the lead.

Learn and perform the technique of “Meet and Melt.”
Unit 9 | Finding Harmony – Loose Leash Tools
Learning Objectives:

Become familiar with the benefits of Harmony Leash and Handle system and the use of the Connector
when leading a dog.

Identify several exercises with the Harmony System that can reduce pulling.

Describe how you would introduce these tools to a new client.

Lesson 9 | Finding Balance – Loose Leash Tools
Learning Objectives:

Become familiar with the Harmony Leash and Handle system and the use of the Connector to lead a dog.

Identify several leading configurations that involve two handlers leading one dog.

Unit 10 | Finding Balance – Awareness Through Movement
Learning Objectives:

Identify several leading configurations that involve two handlers leading one dog.

Understand the rationale behind leading a dog with two handlers

Unit 11| Confidence Course: The Playground for Higher Learning
Learning Objectives:

Describe the benefits of slow mindful movement exercises using the Confidence Course.

Identify several elements that may be used in the configuration of a Confidence Course.

Understand the purpose of the momentary stop or pause while leading a dog through the Confidence
Course.

Demonstrate leading a dog through a Confidence Course.

Unit 12| Applied TTouch: Utilizing Your Skills for Everyday Situations
Learning Objectives:
•
Understand how to appropriately apply TTouch skills & exercises into real life situations
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About Your Instructors
Robyn Hood
Robyn, Linda’s youngest sister, has been riding horses since before she could walk. She went
through Pony Club and showed as a junior competitor in Alberta. She later attended and then
instructed at the Pacific Coast School of Horsemanship in California owned by her sister Linda
Tellington‐Jones. Robyn competed successfully in hunter, jumper, three‐day eventing, endur‐
ance, western events and more recently with gaited horses, throughout North America and
Europe.
In 1982 Robyn became involved full‐time with the Tellington TTouch Method. For the past
three decades she has been the editor of the TTEAM Newsletter and principle of Tellington
TTouch Training Canada.
Since 1986 she has been teaching TTouch on a full‐time basis in Canada, the US, Europe,
South Africa, Asia, Australia, New Zealand and Russia, spending about 160 days a year travel‐
ing. Robyn has given demonstrations and lectures at various venues including Spruce Mead‐
ows; Equitana USA, Equitana Asia Pacific, and Germany; Western College of Veterinary Medi‐
cine at the University of Saskatchewan; International Humane Society Conference in Vienna
and Murdoch University in Perth.
Robyn has been instrumental in the development of the Tellington Method and continues to
bring new techniques and tools to the work each year. She is an innovative, enthusiastic, and
skilled teacher and trainer who changes the lives of every animal and person she works with.
Robyn has written and published several TTouch related publications to enhance the ongoing
development and refinement of the Tellington TTouch Method. “All Wrapped Up For
Pets”, “All Wrapped Up: For Horses”, “All Wrapped Up: For You”, and “Harnessing Your Dog’s
Perfection” in addition to countless articles and how‐to literature.
Besides teaching around the world and at her farm in Vernon, BC, Canada, she and her hus‐
band have been importing and breeding Icelandic horses since 1976. In addition to their Ice‐
landic herd which numbers around 50, they also share their farm with two dogs and a very tal‐
ented parrot named Frances.
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Kathy Cascade
Kathy's introduction to dog training began in 1991 when a slightly wild and wonderful Alaskan
Malamute puppy came into her life. Kathy and Spirit's partnership led them to competition
obedience trials, participation in fly ball, and as a visiting Therapy Dog/Handler team in hospi‐
tals and nursing homes. Searching for a truly respectful and gentle approach to working with
animals, Kathy completed the two‐year Tellington TTouch Companion Animal Practitioner Cer‐
tification Program, graduating in October 1996 and later becoming an instructor in the pro‐
gram in 2003.
With her professional training and experience as a Physical Therapist, Kathy offers a unique
perspective on the neurophysiologic and sensory aspects of dog behavior to her students.
Known for her creative, engaging, and often humorous teaching style, Kathy has presented
workshops and seminars throughout the US, Canada, and in Europe.
Kathy’s skillful approach to working with dogs with aggression and fear issues led her to de‐
velop a series of seminars titled “S.A.N.E. Solutions for Challenging Dog Behavior.” Her calm,
confident demeanor serves her especially well in working with these cases. Kathy states,
"Helping dogs learn to cope with the demands of living in our often chaotic human world is a
passion of mine. Creating a sense of calm and safety for the dog is the first step to eliminating
reactive and fearful behavior. We can do this with humane, effective tools for reducing stress
and building confidence. It gives me great joy to see these dogs make the transformation from
living in a state of fear to feeling safe in the world.”
The high desert of Central Oregon is Kathy’s home, and allows her to enjoy her outdoor pas‐
sions of hiking, kayaking, and spending time with her horses. She is an active volunteer for the
non‐profit organization, Fences For Fido, which builds fences to free dogs from living life
chained or tethered. www.spiritdog.com
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Edie Jane Eaton
Born in New Zealand, Edie Jane spent much of her childhood living in Ireland where her father,
a Canadian diplomat, was posted. One of her first priorities upon arrival in Ireland was to find
a way to get near a horse, and eventually she persuaded her parents to buy her a pony to join
the donkey, a lamb, and various cats, dogs and a hamster.
Edie Jane's interest in horses was never quite outgrown and when she settled in Canada, she
started a small teaching and thoroughbred breeding stable. In 1980 Edie Jane became in‐
trigued by the Feldenkrais Method, having seen its influence on human recovery from physical
and mental impairments. A Feldenkrais Practitioner told her about Linda Tellington‐Jones and
a weekend demonstration in Toronto began her involvement with Tellington TTouch Training.
Edie Jane's fascination with the Feldenkrais Method ‐ the principles of which underlie the Tel‐
lington TTouch Method ‐ led her to become a Feldenkrais Practitioner.
She also travels the world as a Tellington TTouch Instructor. When not traveling and teaching,
Edie Jane keeps busy with her private Feldenkrais practice and workshops, and delights in be‐
ing at home with her friends, family and her garden. For more information about Edie Jane,
visit her website www.ListeningToWhispers.com.
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Debby Potts
For as long as she can remember, Debby knew she would spend her life working with animals.
She began to live the TTouch philosophy of creative problem solving even before she had any
idea this would be her life’s work; she was extremely allergic to anything covered with hair or
fur!
Debby’s interest in health and well‐being was sparked by her childhood companion animals,
and continued with her becoming one of Oregon's first board certified veterinary technicians.
She grew up breeding and showing horses, which gave her an extensive background into work‐
ing with many different breeds and disciplines of horses. A horse born with severe neurologi‐
cal damage initially brought Debby to Tellington TTouch Training in 1984 after the veterinari‐
ans had done all they could to help the filly. The amazing progress Spirit made inspired Debby
to use the Tellington techniques to improve the lives of animals and their people on a physical,
mental and emotional level.
Debby’s passion for helping people and animals in a fun, positive and creative way is evident in
the many workshops and trainings she teaches every year. She has been a popular speaker at
various international conferences including the Association of Pet Dog Trainers and the Inter‐
national Symposium on Rescue Dogs. She established TTouch in Japan and oversees the Tel‐
lington TTouch Companion Animal Practitioner Training there.
From the beginning, Debby has used the Tellington Method to help humans as well as animals.
Today Debby frequently works with people to help them reduce pain, recover from illness or
injury and to improve mobility and function. She finds the Tellington work and philosophy to
be an important part of helping people to find balance and well being in their lives. She often
says, “TTouch isn’t just what I do, it’s who I am.” TTouch philosophy has strongly influenced
her life and that of her family. Her two wonderful sons were raised with these concepts and
often asked their mom for TTouch when they had bumps and bruises.
Debby travels much of the year teaching trainings and working privately with individuals in
North America, Europe, South Africa and various parts of Asia. She lives near Portland, Oregon
with her human and animal family. For more information about Debby visit her website
www.IntegratedAnimal.com.
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About the Tellington TTouch Method
The Tellington TTouch Method (TTouch) combines an overarching philosophy, observational
skills, bodywork, leash skills, and equipment to help animals find physical, mental, and emo‐
tional balance, as a way of enhancing communication, cooperation, and harmony.
TTouch does not strictly fit into any traditional learning theory quadrant. It does not use the
escalation of pressure to create behaviour, nor does it rely solely on positive reinforcement,
although it works well with Clicker training. TTouch works to show animals what we want and
make the steps as small and easy as possible to keep the learning process low‐stress and logi‐
cal.
TTouch is an integrative and complete system of understanding, handling, and influencing our
animals, and ourselves. Developed over four decades ago by Linda Tellington‐Jones, TTouch
has always been years ahead of its time.
The Method is based on a philosophy of mutual respect and cooperation and serves as a
unique system of nonverbal communication with animals.
The Goals of TTouch Include:
 Influencing positive behavioral changes
 Promoting well‐being through reduction of stress
 Deepening the relationship and fostering clear communication between people and ani‐
mals
 Treating animals and their people with equal respect and understanding

The Tellington TTouch Method started with horses in 1975. It was developed by Linda Telling‐
ton Jones who was studying with Moshe Feldenkrais, founder of the Feldenkrais Method. Fel‐
denkrais is a human body awareness method. It focuses on changing posture through non‐
habitual movements.
This approach understands behaviour as means of communication rather than attitude or per‐
sonality. Experience has taught us that beings cannot learn much if there is pain, fear, or fear
of pain and that the nervous system can learn much more through non‐habitual movement
rather than simple repetition.
One of the method’s core principles is; Change the posture, Change the behaviour. Time and
time again we have seen the powerful connection between physical, mental, and emotional
balance. All Tellington TTouch exercises start with changing posture and mindfulness as a
means to affect behaviour and cooperation.
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Linda combined this knowledge with her existing skills in classical riding to develop the Telling‐
ton Method. Robyn Hood, Linda’s younger sister, has been instrumental in the development
and promotion of the method. In the early 1990’s the work began to branch into the dog
world and was found to be especially useful on fearful or reactive dogs.
TTouch is now available in over 30 countries across the world and has been used with horses,
companion animals, zoo or wild animals and even people. There are over 1000 practitioners
on 6 continents worldwide assisting individuals and small groups in learning the Tellington
Method.
This Method, based on co‐operation and respect, offers a positive approach to training.
It can improve performance, health and presents solutions to common behavioural and physi‐
cal problems. It also helps establish a deeper rapport between humans and animals through
increased understanding and more effective communication.
The aim is not to just train an animal a specific cue for obedience, the aim is to help animals
learn, and begin to have the self‐control to act instead of simply re‐acting to stimuli. Building
this self‐confidence and self‐control means that an animal can adapt and adjust to a variety of
situations and settings, even if they have not specifically been exposed to them prior. We do
not use flooding, or encourage “learned helplessness” in animals. The role of the handler is
not to be the alpha or dominant one, but rather enhance mutual trust and cooperation for a
true partnership.
One of the most versatile aspects about the TTouch is that it is not an “all or nothing ap‐
proach”. Our philosophy and attitude is just as meaningful as the specific approach and tech‐
niques. Many people find that they can adapt their current program to include the mindful‐
ness and respect that is paramount to the Method. This can result in long lasting and effective
results that builds your relationship with any animal you interact with.
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The Tellington Method has been helping animals and people around the globe for over 40
years. Constantly ahead of its time in understanding behavior and creating positive solutions
for change, the founding principles of the work are rooted in the creative genius of founder,
Linda Tellington‐Jones.
Understanding the history and evolution of the Method from horses, to practically any species
that interacts with people, will provide a good basis for applying the philosophical principles in
any scenario.
The Method
The Tellington TTouch is an innovative and complete system of understanding, handling, and
influencing our animals, and ourselves. Developed over four decades ago by Linda Tellington‐
Jones, TTouch has always been years ahead of its time.
This integrative approach understands behaviour as means of communication rather than atti‐
tude or personality. Experience has taught us that beings cannot learn much if there is pain,
fear, or fear of pain and that the nervous system can learn much more through non‐habitual
movement rather than simple repetition. One of the method’s core principles is; Change the
posture, Change the behaviour. Time and time again we have seen the powerful connection
between physical, mental, and emotional balance. All Tellington TTouch exercises start with
changing posture and mindfulness as a means to affect behaviour and cooperation.
TTouch combines an overarching philosophy, observational skills, bodywork, leash skills, and
equipment to help animals find physical, mental, and emotional balance, as a way of enhanc‐
ing communication, cooperation, and harmony. TTouch does not strictly fit into any tradi‐
tional learning theory quadrant. It does not use the escalation of pressure to create behav‐
iour, nor does it rely solely on positive reinforcement, although it works well with Clicker train‐
ing. TTouch works to show animals what we want and make the steps as small and easy as
possible to keep the learning process low‐stress and logical.
One of the most versatile aspects about the Tellington TTouch Method is that it is not an “all
or nothing approach”. Our philosophy and attitude is just as meaningful as the specific ap‐
proach and techniques. Many people find that they can adapt their current program to in‐
clude the mindfulness and respect that is paramount to the Tellington TTouch Method. This
can result in long lasting and effective results that enhances your relationship with any animal
you interact with.
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Understanding Behaviour: Attitude & Philosophy

One of the most important pieces that you will walk away with from a workshop is this tenant:
“Change your mind, change your animal”. That is; how much our perception and labels affect
how we deal with a specific animal or behavior. We look at behavior as a means of communi‐
cation rather than being the dog’s innate personality or attitude. It is up to us to find the root
cause of behavior, because there is always a reason!
The Tellington TTouch Method looks at the connection between physical, mental, and emo‐
tional balance and uses the variety of exercises to improve posture and balance, which helps
an animal feel safer, so they can be more self‐confident, achieving mental balance; when an
animal is self‐confident they have better self‐control, emotional balance.
When an animal has better self‐control, they can make better choices, acting rather than
strictly reacting. This means that the Tellington TTouch Method is not simply “training” a spe‐
cific behavior, but actually providing the animal with the education to adapt, cooperatively to
different situations.
∙ Change Your Mind; Change Your Animal
∙ Chunk it Down
∙ Change the Posture; Change the Behaviour
Change Your Mind; Change Your Animal is an important concept to remember. We are very
quick to apply labels to behaviour and tendencies in our animals, and each other. "They're
dominant", "they're stubborn", "they're naughty". What do any of these labels mean? Once
we place them there, how easily can we remove them? Any of these "behaviours" that earned
these labels were in a specific context and in response to that context or stimuli, they are not
what innately makes the animal who they are.
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It is always useful to hold a positive picture of the animal rather than focusing on what they
are not doing or doing poorly. Remember what you really like about your animal. It can be
useful to know what things about their behaviour would make life easier were it to change
but you need to stay unattached to the outcome.
When working with an animal it is important to stay "neutral" about behaviour rather than
taking it personally. Understanding that an animal is simply doing their best to survive and
cope in their environment rather than "dominate" or "win" makes it easier to approach a
situation rationally and objectively. Taking the ego out of working with animals and ap‐
proaching every interaction from a place of understanding goes a long way.
Chunk it down. Whether it be Bodywork techniques, working towards loose leash walking,
or navigating unusual elements in the Playground for Higher Learning, using the approach of
"Chunking it Down" follows through. To Chunk it Down, simply means breaking an exercise
into a small enough piece so that it is easy for an animal to accept or implement.
If an animal does not feel comfortable with being touched in a certain place on their body,
we would not simply keep at it incessantly until they accepted it. First we notice where it is
that they show the smallest sign of apprehension or anxiety. Usually this is not in the exact
spot that they "don't like to be touched" but somewhere around it. Listening to "whispers"
rather than the animal's "shouts" is part of understanding "Feedback". As soon as we no‐
tice concern we pause and change our approach. This may be a different part of the hand,
different speed, a buffer between the hand etc. (See Module 3 for specific Bodywork Ap‐
proaches). We have found that slowing down the process into small pieces allows us to be
more successful with our initial goal and have longer lasting change even if it takes slightly
longer to accomplish at the front end.
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As we direct an animal to do a task, we often find she seems unwilling or unable to do it. At
that point, instead of working harder, insisting, talking louder, or getting more forceful; we
think about the task and what different movements or activities (chunks) it is made up
of. Once we, ourselves, have an understanding of the component parts, we can begin to pre‐
sent small, simple segments of the task to the animal. The process needs to be clear to us for it
to possibly be clear to the animal. We have “chunked it down” to make it more understand‐
able and to help her cope with it. We are also building trust by doing this. We do not make
demands that seem unreasonable to her, ands he is willing to try what we suggest.
For example, you might like the dog to have the experience of walking over a ladder placed on
the ground. But as you approach it she tries to swing wide around the ladder. So you might as
a first step cross over the width of the ladder. The second step might be crossing diagonally
over the width, giving her more opportunity to place her feet between the rungs. As a third
step you might have people holding poles (rather like banister rails) on either side of the lad‐
der to help guide her across the ladder rungs. If step 3 still seems too hard, you might set up
poles to “funnel” her to the ladder, or the people with the poles might be at the beginning of
the ladder, holding the poles angled to funnel her onto the ladder. The banister rails and peo‐
ple then progress along the ladder with her, helping her along the whole length of it.
Chunking things down into small steps not only makes it easier for the animal, it also helps us
find out what part is not working. As we carefully watch her we learn which parts are hard to
do? How can we make them smaller and simpler?
To "Chunk" something "Down" can be taken in a variety of contexts in practically all areas of
our life. Slowing down the process leads to a deeper, longer lasting understanding. When
the process is done in such a way that there is no fear, fear of pain, or pain there is true learn‐
ing rather than acceptance or learned helplessness in the moment.

Change the Posture; Change the Animal, speaks to the idea that physical, mental, and emo‐
tional balance , or imbalance, are interconnected. Over the years we have noticed that an ani‐
mal who tends to have a dysfunctional or out of balance posture will also tend to be more re‐
active and easily distracted or surprised. All of the Tellington TTouch exercises and techniques
strive to help release tension to help an animal work in a better posture with less habitual
bracing.
Through bodywork and mindful ground exercises we can help improve physical balance which
creates self‐carriage. When an animal is in balance physically, they tend to feel safer. When
an animal feels safer they are more self‐confident in their environment and can more easily
oblige our requests. An animal who is self‐confident has more self‐control and can act rather
than simply react to stimuli. This makes for a more cooperative, balanced animal who is in a
thinking state.
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Power of Pause
It seems as though most of us are in a constant rush. We want things to happen now and are
impatient if this fails to occur. By slowing down and acknowledging the importance of spaces
in time, we may actually achieve what we desire more quickly. The pause allows us a moment
to reflect, exhale, become neutral, integrate, be mindful and listen.
It was at least 15 years ago, at an Advanced Training held in Florida that the importance of the
pause was really brought to our attention. One of our practitioners, Sally Morgan, who is also
an Upledger CranioSacral Instructor, was attending the training and we spent part of a day
learning some craniosacral techniques. One of the benefits of craniosacral work is helping a
being achieve ‘Stillpoint’.
When a Stillpoint is achieved, the craniosacral rhythm comes to a pause, inducing a state of
deep relaxation. This in turn causes the sympathetic nervous system to step down which re‐
duces the fight‐or‐flight responses subsequently allowing access to the healing and restorative
powers of the parasympathetic system.
During this training we brought dogs in from a local shelter and Sally noted that when Practi‐
tioners were doing TTouches on the dogs that ‘Stillpoint’ was often achieved on the pause at
the end of the circle, or in a lift.
This prompted Linda to name one of the endings of the circle PAWS – Pause Allows Wondrous
Stillness, now called a ‘Mindful Pause’. A pause at the end of a circular touch keeps us mindful
– can be short or long.
When to pause?







When we first make contact with an animal.
When we give a signal – such as picking up the hoof of a horse; giving a forward sig‐
nal when leading; when signaling for a stop.
When we bring an animal towards an obstacle and you feel the slightest hesitation,
pause before going over or onto it.
When we feel any resistance or reluctance to comply.

Pausing when we put our hand(s) on a body before starting TTouches allows connection and
gives the being a moment, as in a greeting.
A moment of stillness upon approach – when wanting to engage a horse, dog or person, in‐
stead of just marching up to them, walk a few steps, stop for a moment, exhale and diffuse
your gaze – causes an animal to feel less invaded and it then allows them to meet us in the
approach.
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When doing groundwork and you give a signal – such as asking a dog to move forward – peo‐
ple often give a signal and immediately pull if the horse does not comply. Remember that
when we want to give a signal – the signal goes from our brain (the idea); to our body (to give
the signal); to the animal’s body (the physical); to their brain (registering the request) and fi‐
nally back to their body (to respond). When we repeat the signal or become insistent it can
‘unbalance’ the animal; trigger less functional posture; and the movement becomes less pre‐
cise.
What we do with our body has a huge influence on the way animals respond to us. If we are
tentative the pause gives us a moment to exhale and become more grounded. If we are out
of balance, mentally, emotionally or physically, animals can ‘feel it’ when we interact with
them.
If you ask a dog to step onto a strange surface and they don’t comply – just give them a mo‐
ment; exhale and often the animal will then comply. If they are still unsure, change some‐
thing. That might mean ‘chunking down’ the situation to make it easier; do something else or
just take a break.
The pause allows the nervous system to integrate the information. This is true for people as
well as animals.
When we are learning something new we need time to process the information.
Use the ‘moments not minutes’ approach when working with the TTouches. Doing a few
TTouches and then pausing allows the animal to know you are mindful and will give them the
chance to give feedback about what you are doing.
A few years ago at a training in England we were discussing the importance of the pause. One
of the students, a musician from Denmark, made the comment, ‘it is the space between the
notes that makes the music’. For me that sums up the power of the pause.
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Training Your Eye: Observation
An important component of the Tellington TTouch is using observational skills to assess and
understand an animal. This is not meant to create a label or make a judgment about an ani‐
mal, it is simply a way to notice how an animal is at that given point in time.
Developing your eye to find subtle cues in your dog’s balance, posture, and physical tenden‐
cies is incredibly important in understanding behavior. Honing you powers of observation will
improve your intuition and overall skills in knowing where to start or approach an ani‐
mal. When you start to see an animal with “new eyes” you can begin to understand the root
cause of behavior rather than have the behavior become the animal.
Observation is something you should be doing all the time – you start with it to give yourself a
baseline, or starting place. Taking photos can be helpful so you notice changes in coat pattern
and even colour of coat. When observation becomes your habit it will follow you into the
bodywork – helps you notice small changes and responses and of course into the Playground
of Higher Learning and all of the leash and rope work.
“You have to meet them where they are to be able to get them to where you want them to
go.” This is an important statement to keep in mind when working with any dog, and their
handler. To be effective, we use observation and exploration as the first steps in working with
an animal as a way to identify where they are starting. It is important to notice what is hap‐
pening right now. If we do not know that, how can we recognize any changes that might oc‐
cur? Focus on the general observation and evaluation of the whole animal, even if you are
dealing with a single problem or are not dealing with any problem.
We don’t always know exactly what’s going on with an animal. We need to observe carefully
and be detectives picking up clues. For instance, inappropriate use or functioning of a body
part may indicate that the part is not integrated with the rest of the body. Such information
gives us an entry point to work with in order to help produce a shift . It is important to observe
carefully and not jump to conclusions. Have you ever seen a dog that appears to be calmly ly‐
ing down, head on the floor? Sometimes these dogs are, in fact, calmly lying down. Some‐
times they are stressed and pushing their jaw as hard as possible on to the floor. If you were
to try to slip your hand under the jaw you would meet with a great deal of resistance.
Ideally we have a chance to see the animal moving freely before we even try to touch
them. After that we approach the animal in an inviting way, so that they want to be with us.
We want to see how they respond to being touched, rather than to see how they “make
friends” so we build trust by watching and responding to body language with calming signals,
and changing what we are doing as the dog changes what they do. Dogs will give us lots of
signals about how they feel as we mindfully touch them.
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We pay careful attention and are sensitive to all we can notice about the body and the behav‐
ior, including :
Breathing
Calming signals
Eye expressions
Posture
Movement
Dog’s interaction with guardian
Physical condition
Response to touch
Variations in body temperature on different parts of her body
Coat quality
Tension anywhere in her body
Balance ‐ physical, mental & emotional
Coat texture, and variations in that
Curls and swirls – changes in coat
Changes in muscle tone
It is often good to begin by touching with long, gentle, slow strokes using the back of the
hand. If your dog moves away, looks back, flinches, licks your hand, or fools around etc
move your hand back to where they were quiet. Remember that this behavior is likely a form
of communication.
It is important to be in a balanced position, so you are able to move easily. Keep your posture
relaxed and non‐threatening ‐ stand beside the dog facing in the same direction if possible.
When you are working with a larger animal, organize yourself so your hands are able to reach
the largest surface area possible as you keep yourself in balance. As she gets comfortable with
your presence and your touching her, begin to incorporate TTouches. Notice any differences.
Tightness in one part of her body, or even one muscle, effects other muscles and other parts
of her body as well. Avoid leaning over a dog or kneeling or sitting on the ground. If the dog
seems nervous guide her guardian through the process.
Humans are used to taking in information with eyes and ears. During the exploration focus on
the information coming in from your hands, ask the right question with TTouch and really lis‐
ten with your hands for the answer. Think “How interesting” when you find something un‐
usual in an exploration. Don’t try to diagnose, simply observe. An exploration tells us how
this animal is at a particular moment. You are finding out where she is “at this time, in this
place, under these circumstances.” The exploration is not for drawing conclusions, but for
really taking note of what is.
Conscious exploration often elicits behavior previously unseen. The animal’s person may say,
“She’s NEVER done that before.” Possibly it is because she was never touched mindfully in
that place before. Being TTouched is very different from being petted.
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When an animal provides these responses it is important not to label it as “they don’t like it”
or “they’re bored”, generally this is actually valuable information about how the animal feels
in their body or their anxiety level when new people handle them.
The interesting response or feature will likely help give you a starting place to work with
her. Be sure to take time to step back and breathe. This not only helps you, it gives their nerv‐
ous system a chance to process. Use patience and persistence as you do this.
Observing carefully will help you know what to do to make the animal successful. Throughout
the work you are always collecting data.
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Basics of Bodywork: The TTouches
The bodywork component of the Telling‐
ton TTouch consists of a series of
touches, many circular, made with the
hands and fingers, intended to activate
cellular function and to further deepen
understanding and communication be‐
tween animal and human.
For each TTouch, hands and fingers are
held in different positions and applied
with varying pressures, dependent on the
response of the animal, as well as the de‐
sired effect”.

TTouch is a non‐verbal communication with your hands, and a way to connect to other spe‐
cies. TTouch gives a level of connection, of being with an animal, that goes beyond words and
is intensified by contact with the fingers.
Although TTouch may resemble massage, our primary intention is not to work with muscles,
but to actually work with the nervous system, activating neural pathways and improving the
function of the cells.
TTouch also affects the fascia, the sheets of connective tissue, primarily collagen, beneath the
skin that attaches, stabilizes, encloses, and separates muscles and other internal organs.
TTouches make a connection to the limbic system and to the emotions. This work provides
ongoing activation of both hemispheres of the brain, the intuitive and the logical.
TTouch differs from energy work as well. Therapeutic Touch, Reiki, and other energy systems
bring the life force into the being.
TTouch awakens the life force or knowingness that is within, reminding the body of its perfect
function, that is to say, its function prior to dysfunctional tension patterns and postural habits
that result from injury, poor handling, and simply life. It works with the cells to help them
function most effectively, giving the being the opportunity to awaken at a new level. It brings a
sense of wonder to the cells.
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TTouch is done working with the animal, as opposed to working on the animal. Therefore the
intent of the person doing the touching is very important.
The person gives information to the cells, providing the body awareness of different places on
itself. TTouch gives animal’s new information to deal with a situation instead of punishing
them for not dealing with the situation in a way the human deems inappropriate. At the same
time, the person receives information from the skin. In addition to the response of the
skin, you are able to feel tension and relaxation in the animal’s body, enabling you to adjust
what you are doing while continuing to “dance” with the animal.

The TTouches all have animal names. There are multiple reasons for this: it honors the ani‐
mals, it makes the TTouches easier to remember, and it brings an attitude of lightness and fun
to the work. Another important reason for using animal names is that while the specific de‐
tails and clock image of how to do the TTouches activates the Left hemisphere of our brains,
the whimsical and creative image of animals activates the Right hemisphere of our brains.
TTouch consists of a variety of light pressure touches and slides performed on the skin surface
with mindfulness and focused attention as well as non‐habitual exercises with the extremi‐
ties. When doing TTouch we give the dog new information (experiences) by engaging the sen‐
sory aspect of the nervous system.
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The various TTouch bodywork techniques are organized into 4 “Families” of TTouches:








Circles
Lifts
Slides
Extremities

There are over 30 different TTouches, each providing a different sensation to the dog’s body.
TTouches can be done all over the body but some are specific to particular areas or more
suited to specific body parts. The intent of TTouch is to stimulate the body’s potential to heal
and learn.
The level or pressure used and tempo, in addition to the animal names makes the TTouches
easy to learn. Even though skills are refined with practice, an approximation of the technique
will yield a positive response.
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9 Elements of TTouch

The “9 Elements of TTouch” comprise the various ways one can adjust or change each tech‐
nique to better adapt to the individual needs of the animal or person who is receiving the
TTouch. Following the “Feedback” from the one receiving the TTouch means that we are al‐
ways listening and allowing for adjustment and adaptation.
1. The Basic TTouch Circle
The hand does not slide over the skin but instead “moves the skin” over the muscle. Imagine
the face of a clock drawn onto the body. Imagine 6 on the clock toward the ground and move
the skin clockwise once around the circle and then on to 9 on the clock ‐ the basic one‐and‐a‐
quarter TTouch circle. We usually work clockwise. However, be mindful of the direction you
make the circle. If your dog is not accepting of TTouch, change your the pressure or tempo,
choose a different TTouch, or change the direction of the circle.
2. The Pressure Scale
We rate the TTouch pressure on a scale from 1 to 10. When working with dogs however, you
should only use 1 to 4 pressure. Start with a light 2 pressure. Heavily muscled dogs may listen
best to a 4 pressure for a short time, but then shift to a light pressure. Remember that your
main goal is to support cellular function and communication.
To feel the 3 pressure, move your fingers about an inch lower to your cheekbone. Allow the
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weight of your curved middle‐finger pad to connect clearly with your cheekbone and feel a
circle there. That is a 3‐ Pressure. Repeat the same pressure doing a circle on your arm and
note the indentation in your skin. Notice the difference between a Number 1 and 3 pressure.
The Number 2 pressure is between 1 and 3.
Helpful hint: Find the pressure that feels right to you and your dog. When you are working
with an injury or inflammation use less pressure: Numbers 1 or 2 are enough. Number 3 is a
very common pressure. Once you are more familiar with the TTouch, you will know instinc‐
tively the pressures that are best for any given situation.
3. Tempo
The tempo is the time it takes to move the skin around the circle‐and‐a‐quarter. We use a one
to three second count. To activate a dog use the one‐second circles, and when you want to
settle him or bring focus, use two‐second circles. For deep relaxation use a three‐second cir‐
cle. One‐second circles are most effective for reducing swelling and relieving acute pain.
4. A Mindful Pause
After making several circles on the body, hold the connection at the end of the one‐and‐a‐
quarter circle with a momentary pause. In English we sometimes refer to this with the acro‐
nym as ‐P.A.W.S. meaning “a Pause that Allows a Wonderous Stillness”. This Pause gives the
dog time to integrate the feeling and develop trust.
5. Connections between TTouches
TTouch is done all over the dog’s body. Rather than randomly skipping from area to area, it
can be better to work in lines with a gentle slide of the fingers from TTouch to TTouch‐‐
generally from front to back. However, when working on painful, sensitive or injured areas do
not connect the circles. Instead lift your fingers off the body and make a smooth move
through air, just above the body, to connect again gently before the next circle.
6. Body Position
Your dog can be standing, sitting or lying down. Make sure that you are in a comfortable posi‐
tion so you can apply TTouch in a relaxed manner. When TTouching a small dog it’s more com‐
fortable having the dog on a table or maybe on the couch with you.
With the dog on the ground, find a comfortable and safe position. If the dog is nervous, or you
don’t know the dog (as in a shelter dog), for safety avoid leaning over him. If you are working
with a fearful dog or reactive sit on a stool or a chair so that you are balanced and can move
away easily.
When possible, and practical, use both hands when you are TTouching an animal ‐ one hand
for TTouch while the other connects and contains the dog. When working on the head or ears,
support the dog with one hand under his jaw or with your thumb hooked in a collar. When
working on his back it is helpful to have your other hand supporting his chest or TTouching the
same area on the other side of his body.
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7. Breathing
It is a common human trait to hold your breath when you concentrate. If you remember to do
a long exhale it will help you remember to breathe in.
8. Intention
A primary intention of TTouch is to hold a positive image of how we would like our dogs to be‐
have, perform, and relate to us, knowing that we can influence behavior and health by the in‐
tention we hold.
9. Feedback
It is important to remember that we are doing this with or for the animal, not to her. When‐
ever you are doing any type of TTouch it is important to notice the animal's reaction and ad‐
just accordingly.

For a more detailed look at a wider range of TTouch techniques as well as their individual uses
and benefits, please see “Getting in TTouch with Your Dog” by Linda Tellington‐Jones and the
TTouch Flashcards for Dogs & Cats; both are available at www.ttouch.ca and
www.ttouch.com.
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TTouch Pressure Scale

We talk about the TTouch pressure scale as being 1—10. To understand what a number one
pressure is, place your thumb against your cheek. With the tip of your middle finger push the
skin of your closed eyelid , or at the top of your cheekbone, in a circle and a quarter using only
as much pressure as is required to move the skin. Make sure you move the skin, rather than
sliding over it. Repeat the movement on your forearm with the same pressure, observing how
small an indentation you make in the skin. This is a “1 pressure”.
To discover a number 3 pressure, make a few slightly firmer circles on your eyelid, or the top
of your cheekbone, that still allow you to feel safe and comfortable. Remember to maintain
the contact with your thumb on your cheek as you do this. Repeat the circular pressure on
your forearm (again, maintaining contact with your thumb on the other side of your forearm),
and note the depth of the indentation. This is a three pressure, which is still a light pressure.
A 5 pressure causes an indentation nearly twice as deep as that of the “3 pressure" We rarely
use more than a “4 or 5 pressure” on dogs. With cats and smaller animals we keep the
TTouches lighter.
Experiment with the pressures until you find the one that is “right” for the animal you are
working on. Small creatures require the lightest pressures. Larger or more heavily muscled ani‐
mals may be more responsive to the slightly deeper pressures, but not always.
If there is pain or inflammation you may have to begin the TTouch with a one or two pressure,
or in some cases make the circle in the air, above the body. The appropriate pressure for a
particular animal may vary as you continue to do TTouches, or as you do different TTouches.
Try going deeper and then lighten up, carefully observing the response.
As you become familiar with the various TTouches, you will more intuitively know which to
use. If your animal is not comfortable with one TTouch, choose another. For cats, rabbits and
other small species, usually use 1 and 2 pressure, seldom more than 4. It doesn’t take a lot of
pressure to make an impression.
Some people ask ‘if you don’t generally use more than a 5 pressure, why have the scale go to
10?” If we only had a scale of 1 ‐ 5 (or 6) then 6 would be the deepest you could go—we want
people to understand that we are making enough contact to move the tissue without pressing
as far as you could go. This ‘light pressure’ touch influences the body without going into the
muscle.
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Exercise: TTouches in Practice

On yourself, rest your fingers on your lower arm, the fingers should be relaxed and slightly
bent, your thumb should also be in contact and wrist straight, the heel of your hand should
not be touching. Visualize the face of the clock, gently locking down the tissue on your arm,
push the skin clockwise from 6 to 9, pause then slowly melt off.
Move to a different part of your arm and try again.
Try rubbing your fingers over your skin.
Practice the following on a (human) friend. The easiest place is on the upper back around the
shoulder. With one hand on the front of the shoulder for stability

1. Practice your circle from 6 to 9 (1 1/4 circle).
2. Then go from 12 to 3 (still a circle and a quarter).
3. Experiment with 6 to 6.
4. Try clockwise and anti‐clockwise.
5. Try rubbing over the skin i.e. not moving the tissue.
6. Try thumb off.
7. Do circle correctly but with second hand not in contact.
8. Do the circle correctly but do more than one circle in one location.
9. Try thinking of something else and just going round and round numerous times.
10. Land lightly on skin and then make a heavier contact before commencing TTouch.
11. Try anything else you might be curious about.

Ask your friend for feedback after each exercise and write down their responses.
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4 Families of TTouches

Each type of TTouch can be categorized into one of 4 "families":
Circles – Clouded leopard, Abalone, Raccoon, Chimp,
Lifts – Python lift, Inch worm
Slides – Zebra, Troika
Extremities ‐ Ears, mouth, tail

Circular
The foundation of the TTouch Technique is a circular pattern of touch
performed on the dog’s body.
Generally it helps to visualize a clock, making contact with the tissue
and moving it in a circle and a quarter; starting at “six on the clock
and ending at “9 o’clock” after one full rotation. ‘Six’ is wherever you place your hand and
then start the movement going in an upward direction.
With one hand resting softly on the animal, place your other hand lightly on six o’clock at the
bottom of your imaginary dial. Keep your wrist straight yet flexible and off the body, maintain‐
ing a softness in your fingers, hand, arm and shoulder. It helps to breathe calmly and rhythmi‐
cally. The animal is likely to mirror your relaxation, and your even breathing helps you keep
your hands, fingers, arms and shoulders soft and moveable.
The reason we start at 6 on the clock rather than 12 on the clock is to give the circle the qual‐
ity of lift, rather than dragging the skin down.. Continue to be aware of the animal’s reaction.
If he/she seems uncomfortable, alter the pressure or try a different TTouch.
It is important that you do not slide over the skin, but move it with your fingertips. Allow your
thumb to be comfortably apart from your fingers, making steady light contact with the animal.
There are many different variations of this “circle and a quarter’ movement, using different
parts of the hand and fingers.
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Examples of circular TTouches include:

Abalone
The whole hand is laid softly on the animal with the palm and
fingers making contact depending on the contour of the mus‐
cle.
This touch moves a large area of skin which diffuses the con‐
tact, making it a good choice for large muscles or as introduc‐
tory contact.
The very middle of the palm doesn’t generally make contact
because it is concave to allow for soft joints that gently form
around the body.

Clouded Leopard
This is the foundation touch, named after a Clouded Leopard
in the Los Angeles Zoo who Linda worked on.
“ Cloud” is a useful image to describe how the fingers rest
as lightly as a cloud on the body . A leopard can be very light
on his feet, as in the lightness of a one, two or three pres‐
sure. A leopard can also move more heavily, usually appro‐
priate for a more heavily muscled or blocked animal.
This TTouch is used all over the body with the intention of
increasing awareness and confidence.
Place your fingers on the tissue in a slightly curved position,
like a paw. With the middle finger leading, move the skin
around the face of our imaginary clock in a circle and a quarter.
Tip: If your fingers feel stiff think about ‘leading’ the circle from the little finger rather than the
middle finger; because it is the shortest finger it encourages all of your phalanges to softly flex
as you move the skin in a circle and a quarter.
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Chimp TTouch
Chimps walk on two legs, and frequently use
their arms for balance, putting their knuckles
on the ground as they walk.
This action is the inspiration for the Chimp
TTouch.
Curve your fingers and use the first or second knuckle joints, or the flat part of the finger be‐
tween those two joints‐‐ depending on what part of the body you are touching and how it is
easiest to make contact with the skin.
Move the tissue in a circle and ¼ allowing your wrist and knuckles gently to flex and rotate.
During this TTouch the main knuckle usually flattens slightly.
This TTouch is generally less threatening & less invasive and can be helpful for people with
arthritis or stiff fingers to help encourage movement of the knuckles.
The Baby Chimp is a variation of this done with the flat nail. It is an appropriate modification
when working on smaller areas of the body.

Llama
Llamas can be extremely touch sensitive. And weary
of hands.
Softly curve your fingers and make circles with the
back of the fingers or the back of the palm.
This is done very lightly, not necessarily moving any
skin, but causing fur or hair to rotate.
Watch to make sure you do not tickle the animal with
insufficient contact. This is a wonderful touch for ani‐
mals who seem to be very concerned about contact
or as a sliding TTouch when making a first approach.
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Lying Leopard
This is a variation of the Clouded Leopard in which the fingers
“lie down” i.e. the first two joints flatten slightly as you make
the circle.
It is suitable to use when the animal is not accepting the
Clouded Leopard. It spreads the pressure over a larger area,
and is useful when the animal is too sensitive for a deeper
touch.
The Lying Leopard is also good for reducing pain and the pos‐
sibility of swelling from injury.
Lightly cup your hand over the sore or sensitive area and move the fingers in a small circle,
keeping the cupped portion of your hand directly above the injury. The Lying Leopard touches
more surface with less direct pressure than the Clouded Leopard.
Compare the feeling of the Lying Leopard and the Clouded Leopard on your own arm by mak‐
ing circles in several places, first use one TTouch and then the other. This will help you under‐
stand when to use each. Test the TTouches on a human friend to get feedback: see if he or
she can tell the difference when you hold your breath or when you breathe with the move‐
ment of the circle.
If the animal is nervous or doesn’t want to be touched, make the circles slightly faster, and
slow them down as she relaxes. As you slow down, become aware of making the circles round
and clearly moving the skin with your fingers.

Raccoon
These tiny circles are done with the tips of the fingers as a raccoon
would do when holding and washing food with her nimble paws.
It is a very specific and focused TTouch. Your fingernails should be
short enough for you to touch with your fingertips and only barely
make contact with the nails. Hold your hand in the same position
as for the Clouded Leopard TTouch, only curve your fingers a little
bit more.
Curve your fingers so the last phalange is vertical and fingers are
near each other, the thumb is several inches away from the index
finger. The diameter of the circle is very small and precise. These are used with a 1‐3 pres‐
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sure around areas of injury, swelling or arthritis; or in preparation to put in eye or ear drops or
before an injection. It helps increase circulation and promote healing.
The Raccoon TTouch can be used on the head, around the mouth, and on the whole body. It is
useful for introducing TTouch work to shy, sensitive and fearful animals.
It can reduce swelling and pain and is therefore useful around wounds. For swelling, make
slow, tiny, light circles ‐ no more than a three pressure ‐ and work all around and over the
swelling.
With small animals, such as puppies and kittens, you may be able to use only one or two of
your fingers, and will need an even lighter pressure.

Tiger TTouch
The Tiger TTouch is helpful in introducing the TTOUCH to nerv‐
ous, stressed or hyperactive animals.
It can also be used on animals which are heavily muscled or tend
to have a lack of feeling in their bodies, as this touch can get into
the muscle. It helps to relieve itching without irritating the nerve
endings.
Hold the fingers curved and separated, with the fingertips and
nails perpendicular to the body.
Spread your fingers, as each finger makes a circle on the skin.
The thumb maintains a steady connection as the fingers move simultaneously in four circles
using a 2‐4 pressure.
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Bear TTouch
The Bear TTouch is a useful technique that is often under‐
utilized. It is a fantastic way to go more deeply into muscle
groups, between muscles or skeletal landmarks, ie. Behind
the scapula, or along tight soft tissue, with out needing deep
pressure. This TTouch is based on a bear’s paw, with its non‐
retractable claws. Using your fingernail, you can go straight
down into the tissue. Your fingers do not dig in, but flow.
To do the Bear TTouch, curve your fingers as you would in
Raccoon. Using the very tips of your fingers and nails, press
straight into the tissue, softly. Make a small circles and a
quarter and pause. Slowly allow the tissue to “sponge” out as
your fingers release pressure.
Your fingernails should be long enough so that when you direct your fingertips straight down
the animal can feel the nails, without experiencing any discomfort. Starting at 6 on the clock,
press straight in with your nails, make a tiny 1 /14 circle, pause and slowly release.
Suggested Uses & Pressure
Alleviate soreness and itchiness of Hot Spots/ 2‐4
Bring increased Body Awareness/ 3‐5
Comfort, when done is loin and back area for Kidney Problems/ 3‐5
Reduce skin response to Flea and Skin Allergies/ 2‐3

Turtle TTouch
The Turtle TTouch is the only Circular TTouch done with both hands moving simultaneously.
It is a wonderful TTouch to use along the whole of a dog’s body and is generally well received,
encouraging relaxation.
Place an open hand on opposite sides of the body – ie the shoulders, barrel or haunches.
Imagine one hand at 12 on the clock and the other starting at 6.
Move the tissue, under your hands in a circle and a half, pause and with the hand at ‘12’ sup‐
port the tissue up and the hand at ‘6’ take it slightly down, pause and then back
to the starting point. The Turtle can also be done without the Lift ending.
Visualize your hands mimicking the motion of a steam train’s coupling rods that connect the
wheels.
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Lifts
TTouches in the "Lift" family generally use light pressure to gently move the tissue, often away
from gravity or towards a place of tension.
Examples of lift TTouches include:

Inchworm – Done along the back of the dog, and top of the shoulders it helps release ten‐
sion. Both hands are placed on the top of the back. With enough contact to avoid sliding,
bring your hands towards each other by moving the skin, hold a few seconds and slowly
move the tissue back to the starting place and then keeping the same contact move your
hands apart about ½ an inch or so and then either bring your hands back to the starting
place or slide your hands apart. Move to another place along the back.
Reposition your hands just below previous “inchworm” and repeat movement going down the
neck and possibly along the spine to the tail. This can help release tightness in the neck and
back. It is wonderful along human shoulders.
Variation: with one hand on top of the back and the other hand on the belly – as described
above – we started using these on snakes with a positive response. Inchworm can also be
done over the ribcage when dog is lying down to encourage a deeper breath.

Octopus – The Octopus was started on the legs of horses and while you can do the Octo‐
pus on the leg of a dog it is easiest to learn this on the entire body. Your dog must be com‐
fortable with you having your hands on both sides at the same time. Open your hands and
put your thumbs together, making a 'W' ‐ slide each hand down the shoulders, pause, come
back to the top of the shoulders and cross your hands and slide down either side of the
dog's body; bring your hands back up and then slide your hands across the hindquarters
and down the hind legs. As you go down the legs your dog might find it more comfortable
if you curl your fingers and go down the legs with the back of your fingers. It sounds a bit
complicated and the video will clarify the options.

Python lifts
Place your hands on either side of the dog – shoulders, bar‐
rel or hips (if they are comfortable with you), take a breath
in and as you exhale support the tissue up about a ½ “,
pause, inhale, and slowly carry the tissue back to the start‐
ing point as you exhale. It may feel as though the tissue
goes down further than it was lifted but you should not feel
as if you are pulling the tissue down.
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It is often combined with the Lying Leopard or Abalone (see )previous pages) as the Coiled

Python
These lifts are wonderful to use on the shoulders and hip of arthritic dogs to reduce tension
and increase circulation. On the legs of most dogs you may just use one hand or your thumb
and index finger to gently cuff the leg, pause and slowly return the skin to the starting posi‐
tion. Generally you would start the first lift at the top of the dog’s leg, pause after each one
and slide down the legs a little and repeat. You can move down the legs depending on your
dog’s response. Helps improve balance, ground a nervous dog and increase confidence.

Coiled Python Often done with Lying Leopard or Abalone circles, ending with a lift, these
can be wonderful for decreasing/releasing tension. Start your circle as usual. When you
come back around to nine o’clock, continue to lift the skin straight up to eleven o’clock.
Pause, then gently support the skin and tissue as your hand returns straight down till it is
even with 6 o’clock.
You can also end the Coiled Python with the 'snail's tail' and carry the tissue back to 6 on the
clock rather than going straight down.
You can often do these combined TTouches all over the body, often connecting them to
each other with a slide.

Slides
Slides, unlike other TTouch techniques, involves the hand or fingers moving across the hair
and tissue, lightly. Slides are often used as a way to "finish" a session to connect the body or
as a way to introduce yourself to an animal.
Examples of Sliding TTouches includes:

Lick of the Cow's Tongue We imagine this TTouch mimicking a cow’s rough tongue licking
across the grain of the hair. This TTouch is helpful for inducing relaxation, improving circula‐
tion, and for giving animals a better sense of themselves, thereby improving their self‐
confidence, coordination, balance and gait. It soothes sore muscles, and can soften tight mus‐
cles. The fingertips activate neural impulses and the heel of the hand quiets them.
Start under the dog’s belly and gently move your hand across the belly and up onto his back by
running your fingers lightly and slowly through the hair, fingers spread slightly apart and gen‐
tly curved using the fingertips and heel of the hand. The Lick Of the Cow’s tongue can also be
used across the shoulders and the hindquarters on cats and dogs. Be sure to start very softly.
Using long strokes against the hair can be a great way to relax tense dogs or just make them
feel good. Depending on size of the animal, if he is standing you can go down barrel on other
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The animal’s response will dictate the amount of pressure to use.
Suggested Uses
Alleviate Nervousness
Encourage Relaxation
Improve Attention
Increase Circulation
Reduce Barking
Reduce Fear of being Touched
Soften Sore Muscles

Noah’s March ‐ Noah's March is used to integrate the entire body after a TTouch session.
It is also a nice way to introduce yourself to an animal and allows
you to pay attention to areas of concern with contact. You can
also use the back of the hand (llama) to be less threatening or in‐
vasive.
Simply use your hand to do long, gentle, sweeping motions along
the length of the dog, head to rear.

Tarantula's Pulling the Plow ‐ This movement was inspired
by an ancient Mongolian treatment called “skin rolling,” which was
employed to release fear before battle. Known as chua’ka, it was said to increase circulation
and break habitual patterns of emotional response by releasing skin that had become at‐
tached to muscle because of long‐standing holding patterns. While we found chua’ka too
painful for most animals (including human), the procedure did inspire us to invent a more
pleasant and less invasive version. Animals who won’t tolerate stroking, brushing, or being
TTouched often find this TTouch a comforting introduction to the Ttouch circles. It is usually
done with or across the hair coat although some animals enjoy it along their backs against the
hair
Place your hands side by side with the fingers curved
and slightly separated in the way you might imagine
two big spiders. The thumbs lightly touching each
other, extend a few inches behind the fingertips.
“Walk” the forefingers and middle fingers of both
hands simultaneously forward. The thumbs push a light
furrow of hair along like a plow. You do not actually
pick up the skin, you plow “through” it, walking your
fingers‐index, middle, index, middle as you move along
the body.
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index, middle—with the thumbs following, making a furrow in the skin. Do this in a slow rhyth‐
mic pace. The tarantulas activate, and the plow quiets. It is useful to do this in long lines along
the animal’s body.
Possible Uses
Calm nervousness
Change emotional responses
Connect functional areas with paralyzed areas
Help soften tight skin
Improve the integrity of the skin
Increase Circulation
Increase comfort during Grooming
Relieve spasms
Reduce sensitivity

Zebra
Originally called the Zig Zag, it is a good TTouch to wake‐up and connect the body, front to
back, or introduce yourself.
It is often used during an exploration of an animal, as it gives the person a lot of information
about the animal’s body while gently introducing the person and animal. It allows you to 'dip
in' and 'out' of areas without too much focus or 'intent'.
It is easy for most people to do and helps them change from just stroking or patting their dog.
It is typically best to start on the dog’s shoulder; begin with your fingers slightly curved and
touching each other, your thumb is touching your index finger.
Your fingers spread open as your hand moves away from your body as it is going diagonally
across the animal’s body. Your fingers close together again as your hand moves back towards
your body. At the same time you are continuing to move diagonally down the animal’s body,
from the head towards the tail.
This can be done in a way that seems quite casual, so the animal is reassured rather than con‐
cerned by your presence. You can do it over the body, and even lightly down the legs.
Keep the movement slow and mindful with a slight pause at the end of each line. Be aware
of the pressure you use and vary depending on the response. With a sensitive animal you can
use less curve of your fingers and with an animal really concerned with touch, use the back of
your fingers. Use a bit of fingernail with, if the animal is receptive or use the back of your
hand, especially going down the sides or under the dog's belly.
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Extremities
As the name suggests, these TTouches are used on the animal's extremities; ears, mouth, legs,
tail and belly lifts. These novel movements help to change habituation patterns of posture
and expectations; and can help improve well‐being.
Examples of extremity work includes:

TTouch Ear Slides
Ear Slides are one of the most beneficial TTouches that you can do with your dog, one which
many people already do instinctually.
Start by stroking the ears from the base (or middle of the animal’s head) to the tips. If the ani‐
mal objects, use the back of your hand, take the ear against the animal’s head or use some‐
thing over your hand such as a sheepskin or sock.
Depending on the shape of the dog’s ear you may vary the approach – with upright ears be
careful to follow the direction the ear sits on the head.
With long ears be sure to support from underneath; you may end up with one hand support‐
ing the ear and the other doing TTouches on the ear.
You can also use Raccoon TTouches (see previous page) around the base of the ear to activate
the Triple Heater (Warmer) Meridian which helps balance the digestive, respiratory and repro‐
ductive systems.
You can also do Raccoon TTouches all over the ears in lines from the base to the tips.
TTouch ear work helps to calm, improve overall health; car sickness; anesthetic recovery;
whelping and shock. When done mindfully, it is a wonderful way to improve your relationship
with your dog and provide her with a soothing, relaxing, sensation.

Belly lifts
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Belly Lifts can have profound effects on breathing and abdomi‐
nal activity.
Belly Lifts can be done either by holding your hands under the
belly or by using an elastic bandage, or other soft fabric.
The elastic enables soft contact and a smooth release. Using
your hands gives you direct feedback from the animal’s body.
When using your hands, allow as much flat surface as possible
to lie against the animal’s abdominal area, or use the back of
your hand with sensitive dogs.
Begin just behind the front legs, supporting and very gently
making contact with the rib cage until you feel a very slight
downward pressure.
Pause in that position for about 6 to 10 seconds, and then
release very slowly.
It is ideal to make the release as long as the lift and pause
combined. Often as you stay with the release the muscles will
continue to soften.
After each lift move a few inches towards the hindquarters
and repeat the procedure. If the animal objects or moves
away or braces against the lift, do it more lightly.
Make sure you are doing it lightly enough that you do not lift
the topline.
Belly Lifts can be repeated three or four times, starting each
time behind the front legs and moving back towards the flank
depending on your dog’s acceptance. Be sure to do it softly,
using your whole body, not straining your back.
Belly Lifts can be very helpful for a variety of issues: alleviat‐
ing Arthritis discomfort, reducing ear, improve balance and gait after injuries, amputations or
in general, relieving signs of bloat, reduce digestive problems, support animals during Preg‐
nancy, enhance relaxation.
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Tail work
The Tail TTouch and other TTouches around the hindquar‐
ters are particularly beneficial for animals that are afraid of
loud noises and thunder, are timid or aggressive, or have
stiff or sore backs or gait irregularities.
Often spinal issues show in the tail, because the tail is an
extension of the spinal column. That makes for a close con‐
nection of the tail, the pelvis and the neck, and working
the tail affects the whole spine. As the tail and hindquar‐
ters soften, confidence and attitude improve. We typically
find that as we quiet the tail the whole dog quiets.
Start by stroking down the tail with the back of your hand,
notice the dog’s response. This will depend on the natural
carriage of the tail – if the tail is naturally upright go in the
direction the tail is held.
If the dog is comfortable and the tail is naturally down use
the back of your hand to stroke under the tail, from the
base to the tip.
With one hand resting on the animal, gently put your other
hand around his tail close to the hindquarters and stroke
down the tail several times following the natural carriage of the tail.
If the tail is slightly tucked you may lift it somewhat, but avoid raising it higher than it moves
easily.
With one hand around the base of the tail move the base of the tail in a very small circle, ro‐
tating in both directions. After a few rotations do some gentle spinal extension; sliding/gliding
your hand down the tail and slowly releasing.
Each of these series of gentle stretch and slow release movements will last four to six seconds.
This is very good for animals with back issues as it helps to release muscles on either side of
the spine. It can also help him come into balance. You can work small circles along the entire
length of the tail, going from the base to the tip. Raccoon circles all around the base of the tail
can increase comfort and relaxation.
Feel and flex each vertebra of the tail, as though touching and moving each individual pearl on
a string of pearls. Only go as far down the tail as the dog is comfortable. Be aware that the
vertebrae near the tip are often almost fused. Do not force any movement.
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The Tail work can help with:
Relieving Hip Dysplasia pain
Easing Arthritis discomfort
Increase Confidence
Improve Balance
Improve Gait
Reduce/ eliminate Biting
Reduce/ eliminate Fear of Thunder
& other Loud Noises
Reduce Aggression
Relieve Sore Back
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Mouth Work TTouch
Doing TTouches on an animal’s mouth affects both her emo‐
tional and physical responses and improves the ability to focus
and learn.
It is very helpful in reducing and/or eliminating excessive bark‐
ing, excessive licking, chewing, biting, hyperactivity, and fears.
It aids in preparing an animal for dental work. It can help to
maintain health and well‐being as well as aiding in relaxation.
Animals that use their mouths a lot (e.g. “excessive” barking) tend to avoid mouth work. Often
it can be a real breakthrough in influencing behaviour when you can work the mouth in a way
they can accept.
We have found that our working with the mouth can help change behavior, attitudes and
emotions. Why would it have such an impact? Well, an enormous part of the brain is associ‐
ated with sensory and motor activity of the mouth.
ost neurological disorders are first evident at the mouth. In newborn humans this is often the
first clue that there may be a problem as the child does not suckle. In older people smacking
the lips or clacking dentures can indicate neurological impairment.
The mouth also has a strong connection to the limbic system, which is the seat of the emo‐
tions. For example, if you notice the first physical clue you are going to cry, it is a quiver of
your upper lip. After that your eyes well‐up with tears.
Making a connection through the limbic system can open a gateway for learning. All learning
retains the emotional context in which the information was gathered. If we can stimulate the
mouth and encourage licking, chewing and other precursors to digestion, we stimulate the
parasympathetic nervous system, away from fight/flight stress responses that are evident
when the sympathetic nervous system takes charge.
Remember that, as with most TTouches, less is more. Do not try to do the Mouth TTouch for a
set period of time. Do a small amount, pause, and then a little more. It is better to let the dog
know that you will stop and that they do not have to ask you to stop. Most animals find this to
be very non‐habitual initially and may be unsure.
CAUTION SHOULD ALWAYS BE EXERCISED IN THE CASE OF REACTIVE ANIMALS, AND PARTICU‐
LARLY WITH MOUTH WORK.
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Position yourself in a balanced way behind the animal’s head, with
their face looking away from you.
Support her muzzle or chin softly with one hand, being careful to use
that hand just to support, or to follow movement, not to squeeze.
Cradling her jaw gently in that hand, gives her some boundary, and
allows to feel a lot of information about her response while allowing
you to gently move with her.
Begin using the back of your other hand with your fingers curled to
stroke her face, starting near the nose and sliding along the muzzle
back towards the cheek and neck. This is less threatening for her.
After she seems comfortable with this, do some circles on the out‐
side of her lips, and do some (lip) slides. Gently rub her lips on her
gums.
When feasible, slip your fingers under her lips to do some Raccoon
TTouches on her gums. If her mouth is dry, wet your fingers with
water.
A dry mouth may be a physiological response to stress, along with
cold paws as the circulation concentrates on the internal organs, and
dilated pupils. Consider this. It may mean a break is appropriate.
If she is not showing signs of stress, work both sides of her mouth.
Briefly rub back and forth at the front of her mouth, doing slides on
her gum right under her nostrils.
You can also do some circles on the roof of her mouth, tap on her
tongue as though playing the piano, and tap on the roof of her
mouth.
Many animals are concerned at first and may not like your fingers in
their mouths. If so, make circles on the outside of her lips.
Most animals soon become accepting and enjoy this TTouch. The
Mouth TTouch is very effective and it is useful to find ways to over‐
come initial resistance to it. An alternative to persistence is to take
a little break and do something she enjoys.
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TTouch on Legs
Often animals are uncomfortable with having their feet
TTouched, and we are unaware of that until we need to do
something with one of the feet, such as soak it or cut nails.
For an animal who does not want her feet touched, we can begin
stroking down the legs with the back of the hand.
This may be easiest from a standing or sitting position. It can
also be helpful to gently hold the upper part of the dog’s leg and circling the paw on the
ground. We are not touching her foot, but her foot pads are softly circling on the ground. If
she is lying down, we can use her leg to gently place her paw on her other leg, and again make
a small circle with the leg, which causes the foot pads to be circling on the other leg.
As we would do with any other body part she did not at first want us to touch, we can use a
variety of other approaches.
We can approach the foot itself with the back of the hand, often sliding the back of the hand
down the leg first. We can cover our hand with a mitt, or sock, or keep something else soft
between our hand and her paw as we do TTouches.
We can keep a distance by using the button end of a Wand or doweling (wrapped with a Body
Wrap to give texture) or a paintbrush. And we can even cover the end with a sheepskin,
stretch wrap, or other soft object.
As she gets more comfortable with contact, introduce her to circles all over her foot, on top
and on the pads. Then circle each toe. With nails that stay extended, making tiny circles with
the nails is also a good preparatory step before clipping or grinding them.
See article on preparing for nail trimming.

Leg circles
An animal with issues about her legs and feet is often not well
grounded. Sometimes these animals seem uncertain, exhibit shallow
breathing, are reactive, or have skin issues. We can use leg circles to
improve balance and to relieve tension.
With the Animal standing:
Ask your animal to rebalance on the other three legs by sliding down
the leg with the back of your hand and touching the fourth leg in a mo‐
tion that asks him to pick it up. There is a slight indent just above the
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paw at the back of the dog’s leg. Using your index finger, touch the indent with a slight lift
to encourage the dog to pick up the foot by bending the joints, rather than taking the leg out
to the side.
Circle the leg a few times clockwise and a few times counterclockwise –envision the leg in‐
scribing a circle on the ground around where the foot was, keeping the leg in a vertical posi‐
tion and the animal in balance. You might also do a few counter‐clockwise and clockwise
circles with the leg parallel to and just slightly forward of the opposite leg, and a few circles
parallel to and just slightly behind the opposite leg.
Do this in a horizontal motion moving the whole leg column in small circles. Gently encour‐
aging the shoulder or thigh muscles to contract, circle at different heights from the ground,
spiraling down until the paw is just above the ground.
Do not grasp foot, either gently hold the leg or encourage her to rest the paw in your hand
with the top of the paw on your palm.
If she tends to pull the leg away, go with the leg, giving a little shake or vibration. You can
also let her put the foot down and try it again. If this seems very difficult for her at first, re‐
member she does not know what you want her to do, or what you are going to do. “Sketch it
out” by briefly approximating the movements you will be using.
With the Animal lying on his side:
This requires no re‐balancing.
With palms open and facing upwards, place your
hand or hands (depending on her size) suppor‐
tively under a leg.
Being careful to keep her leg in natural alignment
(e.g. not toward the ceiling), you can do the same
circling motions you did with her standing
An alternative version of this exercise is to use a
Body Wrap in lieu of your hand.
This allows for a smooth, unrestrictive contact that
can encourage extra relaxation and release
through the dog’s body.
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The Sensory Side of TTouch:
How TTouch Influences the Nervous System

By Kathy Cascade

We have all witnessed the sometimes remarkable changes in animals following a few minutes
of TTouch or work in the Playground for Higher Learning (see Section 10). The hyper, twirling
dog suddenly stands in balance and looks calmly around the room. The fearful cat hunched in
the back of a cage steps forward allowing human contact. Even a stressed snake is calmed by
gentle lifts along her body.
While we can easily observe the outward changes in an animal’s behavior or posture, explain‐
ing how these shifts occur is not always so simple.
Linda speaks of “awakening the function of the cells” when she describes the intent of
TTouch. How does the act of touching another being, human or animal, influence the very
function of the body, even down to the cellular level? One way we can understand this proc‐
ess is to examine how the nervous system takes in and makes sense of information. This is the
function of sensory integration, and it is what allows us to learn, and make adaptive responses
to each new experience or situation.
Input – How Information Is Recognized
Most of us are very familiar with the five senses of sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch. We
also have two other sensory systems that process information from “inside our bodies”, rather
than external sources. The vestibular system responds to changes in head position and is criti‐
cal to balance and postural security. The receptors are located in our inner ear. Anyone who
has ever had an inner ear infection or vertigo knows what happens when this system is out of
whack!
The proprioceptive system is what gives us our internal awareness of where our body parts
are in space. It is critical to spatial awareness and coordinated movement. The receptors for
proprioception are located in our joints and muscles, and they respond to compression of
joints or movement (exercise). People or animals who have suffered a stroke or other head
injury often experience a loss of proprioceptive function and tend to have very impaired
movements.
Of particular importance when talking about TTouch is the tactile system This system is actu‐
ally very specific. Not only can we perceive temperature, pain, and vibration, but also the dif‐
ference between light touch and pressure touch. The receptors for each of these modalities
are specific and are located in the skin and other membranes such as the mouth. The tactile
system is our first communication system and serves two purposes: The first is protective and
carries the signals about temperature, pain, and light touch.
Light touch receptors detect very subtle movement of the hair on the skin, for instance when
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a small bug crawls on your arm. It is alerting and draws our attention immediately, as in “get
that bug off my body now!” The second purpose is discriminatory and carries signals about
vibration and pressure touch.
Pressure touch receptors are located just under the skin surface, and allow us to detect where
we were touched, for how long, and how much pressure was applied. This is actually the type
of touch receptor activated when we use TTouch on the body. It is interesting to note that
pressure touch tends to be calming and we will see why in the next section.
Processing – How Information Is Transferred and Interpreted
At its most basic level, TTouch is a form of communication. We are giving information to the
nervous system, which then processes and interprets that information. We can give informa‐
tion to the body using our hands to perform various TTouches, using other tools such as a
wand, feather, or body wrap and through leading an animal in various movements over the
confidence course. In other words, we are giving tactile, proprioceptive and vestibular input
to the sensory part of the nervous system. Thanks to major advances in neuroscience over the
past twenty years, scientists now recognize a complex communication system powered by
chemicals know as neurotransmitters and neuropeptides. Candace Pert refers to these chemi‐
cals as an informational network between the various systems within the body, and virtually
every cell.
There are three classes of neurotransmitters, each having a specific function in terms of how
they respond to information (sensation). Some excite cells or “turn the volume up” and some
inhibit cells, or “turn the volume down.” The class that we can influence by giving specific in‐
put or sensations (tactile, proprioceptive, and vestibular), are called Biogenic Amines and in‐
cludes Serotonin, Dopamine, and Norepinephrine. The names are not so important, but guess
what these neurotransmitters do? They are the cell programmers! The function of these
chemicals in the body is very widespread and they are critical to our survival mechanisms of
eating, drinking, reproduction, and sleep. They also are key to arousal, motivation, emotion,
and pain relief. It is thought these neurotransmitters are the major link between the nervous,
endocrine and immune systems. Much has been written on the relationship between stress
and digestive and immune disorders.
You may recognize Serotonin as being associated with positive emotional states, and often
people with low levels of Serotonin experience depression. It helps us to feel safe, secure, and
content. Proprioceptive input (movement, which is what we do with groundwork) enhances
Serotonin release. Sensual pleasures found in nature also enhance Serotonin. (This includes
interacting with animals)! In states of stress, especially chronic stress, Serotonin is depleted
and Norepinephrine is increased. Norepinephrine is the chemical of activation and arousal. It
contributes to the sympathetic response of fight, flight, freeze, and fool around. Of course we
need a certain amount of arousal in order to focus or pay attention. New situations or novel
experience (non‐ habitual) enhances Norepinephrine release, but too much can result in reac‐
tive or aggressive behavior. Dopamine has a significant impact on the emotional centers of the
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brain, allowing us to feel pleasure and is associated with bonding and attachment. It also
impacts motivation and focused thinking. Pressure touch (the type of input done with
TTouch) enhances the release of Dopamine.
Another important aspect of sensory processing is how sensation is carried through the
nervous system to specific areas of the brain. There are separate pathways that carry spe‐
cific sensations. As a student in Physiotherapy school I had to memorize these pathways
with weird names like the Spinothalmic tract, which isn’t very useful to anyone! We really
only have to remember the two general functions of the pathways. One pathway carries
protective sensations of pain, temperature, and light touch. The other pathway carries dis‐
criminative sensations like pressure touch, proprioception, and vibration.
When we look at the difference between the two pathways in the chart below, it is inter‐
esting to see how the sensations associated with TTouch (pressure touch) and Groundwork
(proprioception) appear to be carried by the Discriminative Pathway, and result in the type
of responses we often observe in the animals we work with.

From the chart above we can also see why the body wrap may have such a significant ef‐
fect on animals in terms of increasing focus, calming, and improving body awareness.
When applied to an animal or person, the body wrap provides pressure touch, as well as
enhancing the brain’s perception of where the body is in space.
Response – The Effect of Sensory Processing
The ability to adequately recognize and process sensory information is what enables peo‐
ple and animals to respond to the world around them. The type of input greatly influences
our responses. Too much stimulation can be overwhelming and too little input does not
keep us interested or focused. Therapists who use sensory integration as a treatment for
kids with sensory processing disorders often refer to the “Just Right Challenge,” giving the
appropriate amount of new information (sensation) to encourage learning without over‐
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loading.
We intuitively apply this principle when working with animals using TTouch and Groundwork.
By carefully observing the animal’s responses to the work we know when to change the type
of input, either by changing to a different TTouch, moving to a less threatening part of the
body, changing the pressure, etc. When doing groundwork we often stop and allow the dog to
come into a state of physical balance and simply process the experience for a moment.
Responses to sensory information can be physical, emotional, and behavioral. Physical re‐
sponses include changes in muscle tone (release of tension), postural adjustments (tucked tail
to relaxed tail), and other internal physiological changes like respiration rate, blood flow, etc.
As sensory information is relayed to many areas of the brain associated with emotional proc‐
essing, we often see shifts in an animal from a fearful, anxious state to a more calm and fo‐
cused state. Of course we can easily observe behavioral responses ranging from arousal (fight,
flight, fidget, freeze), to more exploratory behavior and adaptive responses. The most vivid
example of this is seen when working with a reactive dog using the sequence of slowly intro‐
ducing first a neutral dog and then other dogs while working in the confidence course. As we
lead the dog through the confidence course (proprioceptive input), making changes in direc‐
tion and stopping in balance (vestibular input), we also occasionally stroke with the wand or
do a few TTouches (pressure touch). As we know from the discussion above, this type of sen‐
sation is calming and organizing, and helps to shift the dog from a state of fear and arousal to
a more relaxed state. When this happens, we often observe that the dog can then make a
more appropriate choice when in the presence of another dog, such as giving a calming signal
and just looking away. In other words, the dog learned an adaptive response!
Conclusions
While this is a fairly simplified and condensed version of the neurophysiology of sensory proc‐
essing, it does give us one perspective to describe how the Tellington Method influences the
nervous system, and indeed the function of the cells. In teaching workshops and trainings, my
goal is to help my clients and students understand that we can have a significant influence on
an animal’s behavior and emotional state simply by the way in which we give information.
Using TTouch, our tools, and groundwork we can shift an animal from a state of arousal or fear
to a state of calm focus, creating the optimal opportunity for learning to take place, or self‐
healing to occur.
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All Wrapped Up: Body Wraps
Within the Method we use a variety of positive tools to help
animals overcome engrained postural habits or tendencies
and give the dog new experiences.
“Body Wraps” have become an integral piece of the Telling‐
ton TTouch Method, complementing the bodywork and the
groundwork exercises in a way that integrates the external
information into an animal’s body at the cellular level. Their
gentle, non‐invasive, non‐restrictive nature passively in‐
crease the dog’s body‐awareness while in motion or standing
still.
sing different widths (1 – 4 inch) of stretchy elastic bandage (ACE etc.) in a variety of configu‐
rations, Body Wraps can facilitate incredible transformations.
The changes in postural habits, tension patterns, and functionality can result in unbelievable
improvements in an animal’s self‐confidence, self‐control, balance, and overall coordina‐
tion. Perhaps the most amazing thing about the “Body Wraps” is their long lasting ef‐
fect. Even when taken off the body, the change is maintained.
Animals who have only worn the wraps a handful of times may continue to benefit from their
effects without regular re‐application.
Always let your animal be the judge of how something is feeling or working and do not dis‐
count your own gut feeling when trying something new or inventing a new variation.
We travel around the world using these techniques and regardless of how many times it hap‐
pens, the transformations that occur are absolutely amazing. The “Body Wraps” help to em‐
power owners who discover news ways of utilizing the bandages, guided only by their imagi‐
nation and intuition; that make incredible changes in their animals overall well being and func‐
tion.
The body wrap gives animals a sense of connection and gives the animal feedback about ten‐
sion and where they are in space (proprioception). Use one or two elastic bandages depend‐
ing on the length and size of the animal. There are many configurations you can use depending
on the animal. Generally start with a half or quarter wrap – in the beginning leave on for a
few minutes and then remove. Be sure they are not put on tightly nor left on too long, pay at‐
tention to the response of the animal.
Any Body Wrap configuration can be very helpful reducing fear with loud noise, thunder‐
storms, car‐sickness, gaining confidence; improving movement and reducing stress.
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Quarter & Half Wrap
These are the simplest wraps and in many cases all that
are needed. The “Quarter Wrap’ just goes across the
chest, crosses over the back and is most easily closed on
the side of the ribcage.
When to use: The “Quarter Wrap” is generally the easiest
for a dog to accept so it is a good introductory configura‐
tion. It is easy to apply so it is a good choice for very ac‐
tive, anxious dogs that have difficulty being still and is a
great introduction before a harness is put on.
Don’t be fooled by its simplicity, this configuration can
have an immediate calming effect on over‐the‐top, nerv‐
ous, anxious, or reactive dogs. Applying the “Quarter
Wrap” and introducing some TTouch Bodywork and/or
Groundwork can be a necessary step for dogs who are
unsure about the Body Wraps.
The “Half Wrap” starts with the middle of the bandage
centered on the middle of the chest, the ends come
around to cross over the back and then under the belly
and attach on the top of the dog. Be careful that if you
are tying the wrap or using a pin it is not sitting on the
top of the spine.
If a dog is nervous about the wrap coming from the front you can often start with using the
wrap to do a few belly lifts and then put the wrap on from the back.

Neck Wrap
When to use: When you have a dog who is shy of things around
his head, high‐headed or seems overwhelmed or unsure of wear‐
ing “Head Wraps” or any other “Body Wrap”.
Wind the wrap 2 1/2 ‐ 3 times around the dog’s neck and fasten
loosely.
Observations: The “Neck Wrap” is an excellent step in preparing
for other “Head Wraps” and will often make dogs more accept‐
ing of any “Body Wrap”. It can also change a high‐headed dog’s
posture, which often results in relaxation and confidence.
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Forehead wrap
This configuration is helpful to calm dogs who are excitable, nervous, reactive or stressed. It
is also a great preparation for the “Face Wrap”.
The light contact on the forehead and the base of the skull seems to have a calming effect on
many dogs and can reduce arousal levels.
The easiest way to put this on is to put on the neck wrap first and then just bring one part of
the wrap forward over the dog’s ears. You can also use two soft headbands, hooked together,
to make the forehead wrap.

All of these configurations and many more are outlined in further detail in “All Wrapped Up:
For Pets” by Robyn Hood and Mandy Pretty; the PDF download is part of the Professional
online course.
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Body Wraps For People
There are a variety of wraps to use with people. The advantage with people is that they can
give you verbal feedback and about how they feel, how long to keep them on and where they
would like them placed. We have seen it help with posture, headaches, well‐being, confi‐
dence and movement.
Body Wraps have been helpful when working with your dog. Your posture will affect how suc‐
cessful you are when walking your dog, by inadvertently triggering the opposition reflex. If
you are tense or tight in your own body it will often be reflected in the dog; this is particularly
important if you have a dog who is reactive or nervous in some situations.
Here are a couple simple wraps that may help you.
The multitude of configurations that affect the torso is a reflection of how many dysfunctional
postural habits we have through our neck, shoulders, and back. How each of these configura‐
tions change posture and tension patterns is very individual. If one does not seem to be effec‐
tive, trying another variation is recommended.

Shrug wrap:
What you will need: One 3” or 4” wrap.
Description: The “Shrug Wrap” is a good introduction to the Body
Wraps in general as it is easy to apply and is not overwhelming for
most wearers. A single bandage surrounds the upper arms around
the back and attaches in the middle of the back.
When to use it: This arrangement can help individuals who tend to
slouch or roll their shoulders forward as it gently encourages the
front of the shoulders and chest to open. Office workers or riders
may find this to be a very useful wrap, especially if they tend to ex‐
perience mid‐back or shoulder pain.
This simple wrap can improve overall posture and alleviate tightness
in the shoulders.
How to apply it: If you are applying this configuration to someone
else; stand behind them and place the bandage underneath the arm
on one side and over the shoulder on the other arm. Bring the ends
under one arm and over the other shoulder and tie or fasten be‐
tween the shoulder blades. This makes a ‘figure 8” around the
shoulders.
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To apply yourself: Place the wrap diagonally across your back; one end over your left shoulder
and the other end coming under your right arm to the front of your body. The wrap under
your arm should be longer. With your right hand flip the long end over your right shoulder.
You should then be able to pick up that end that you flipped over your shoulder and attach it
to the other end.
Observations: The “Shrug Wrap” is in no way intended to “tie your shoulders back”. Be sure
that the bandage is not tight and that you can easily move without resistance. The wrap
should give your body feedback to “remind” itself when it is going into non‐functional pos‐
tures.

Crossing Guard Wrap:
What you will need: Two 3” or 4” bandages, with Velcro or
safety pins.
Description: The “Crossing Guard” Wrap is a useful configuration
to improve overall posture and help release tension through the
back and shoulders. The two bandages connect together and
cross the front and back of the torso and surround the hips. It is
often worn by riders and stays in place with little adjustment.
When to use it: This configuration helps to connect the wearer
through the entire torso. It is a good starting point for a compre‐
hensive Torso Wrap. It helps the wearer increase body aware‐
ness and allows the body to release tension patterns through the
lower back, shoulders, and pelvis.
How to apply it: This configuration is easier to apply if you have
someone to help you. Take one bandage and center the middle
around the top of one shoulder. Bring the bandage diagonally
across the torso, front and back, crossing the ends across the
side of the hip, over the head of the greater trecanter. Pin or
fasten the second bandage to the end of the first bandage and
continue around the front of the hips, up and across the oppo‐
site hip and shoulder, creating an “X” on the front and back of
the wearer.
Observations: Many wearers really enjoy the feeling of this con‐
figuration. There is a sense of light containment without any re‐
straint and it is very effective in creating clear body awareness
and improving proprioception. Be sure that the bandage is not
too tight across the shoulders.
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Sensei Wrap:
What you will need: One 2” or 3” wrap.
Description: The “Sensei Wrap” simply goes around the
head and is tied at the back with the “tails” of the ban‐
dage hanging straight down the spine. The light weight
of the hanging portion of the bandage acts to re‐align
the skull over the spine which helps alleviate tension
and back pain.
When to use it: This wrap is excellent for people with
neck and mid back pain associated with a forward set
head posture. This posture often occurs as a result of
repetitive computer use and is often seen with riders
who have developed this habitually posture.
For riders the Sensei Wrap can be worn just prior to riding or even left on under the helmet
to give a sense of correct skull placement without force.
How to apply it: Simply center the bandage over the middle of the forehead and tie at the
back of the skull. Be sure the ends of the bandages hang straight down the spine.
Observations: Many wearers find this configuration to be extremely helpful in relieving ten‐
sion between the shoulder blades, back of the neck, and even through the TMJ (temporal
mandibular joint_. For riders the “Sensei Wrap” can completely change their habitual pat‐
terns while riding, making many, seemingly unrelated issues, disappear.

These configurations and many more, including case studies,
are outlined in “All Wrapped Up” For You” by Robyn Hood and
Mandy Pretty, available through www.ttouch.ca or
www.ttouch.com ‐ printed version or pdf download
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Tools for Change: Harnesses
Since we developed the Tellington TTouch Method
for dogs, in the early 90’s ,the choice and variety of
harnesses has grown in leaps and bounds. When we
started there were very few choices and most had
the leash attachment so far back that it was easy to
trigger a dog to pull and difficult to stay forward.
Hence the belief that harnesses cause dogs to pull.
Actually it is the ‘opposition reflex’ that triggers dogs
to pull – remember Newton’s Law of Physics – for
each action there is an equal and opposite reaction.
Many people say that their dog ‘likes’ to pull and
while I think that dogs are anxious to get places –
describing this as “liking to pull” ‐ is probably a hu‐
man interpretation. So when dogs pull forward most
humans go into a counter balance and pull back, to avoid being pulled over, or they have
been taught to give a dog a sharp ‘correction’ on the neck to stop the forward movement.
With TTouch our intent to bring a dog into balance, because we see the link between physi‐
cal, mental and emotional balance. To accomplish that we started using the Balance Leash
and Balance Leash Plus. We also emphasize the importance of keeping pressure off the dog’s
neck, especially dogs that are reactive to people or other animals. Pressure on their neck in‐
creases their reactivity.
Just imagine if someone has something around your neck and is pulling or worse yet is pull‐
ing and tightening a noose around your neck like a choke collar or even more so a prong col‐
lar. Rather than make you feel very safe or in control an increase in anxiety or tension is
more likely to occur.
We first used the step in harnesses in conjunction with either a head collar or a flat collar
so we had two points of influence to help balance the dog.
Then the harness revolution really began. The ‘Sensation’ harnesses came on the market –
the designer realized that the further forward the point of contact was on the dog, the less
likely they were to pull. When I first saw this it made sense as that was why we developed
the balance leash, but they still lacked a second point of contact.
Some of the existing harnesses had a ring at the front as a connector for the chest piece
and started putting one clip of the leash on the front and the second on the back. This
worked reasonably well with some dogs.
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From the Sensation a number of variations were developed – the ‘Sensible’; Easy Walk by Pre‐
mier; The Halti harness maybe the best known. I have tried all of them and they work well on
many dogs. My reservation is that they tend to sit very low on the dog’s shoulders because of
the way they fit around the dog’s barrel and chest and they generally pull forward into the el‐
bows of the dog. This may inhibit some movement and may be the reason some dogs don’t
pull with them. Over the last few years some dogs have experienced elbow and shoulder is‐
sues from some of this type of ‘no‐pull’ harnesses.
We have also found that today the most important criteria for any harness we use are; that it
fits correctly, is comfortable for the dog and that there are suitable points for lead attach‐
ment. Harnesses that have rings too far back will often trigger pulling by creating a backward
pressure to the leash.
It is also important to consider your dog’s individual needs when choosing a harness. Some
short haired breeds may prefer a very soft material. Dogs who are head shy or sensitive about
having their paws touched will prefer harnesses that can completely open to be put on (as op‐
posed to having to put it over their heads, or lift their feet into the harness.
Today we are fortunate enough to have a market full of different harnesses so that dogs of all
shapes and sizes can find one with an ideal fit and comfort.
There are more and more harnesses available that have been designed to accommodate the
two points of contact and have an improved fit for the comfort of the dog.
Every harness has pluses and minuses – look for a harness that gives room for the dog’s shoul‐
ders to move freely and has a front and back ring, ensuring that the ring on the dog’s back is
not too far back.
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Two Points of Contact
A critical element to re‐educating a dog and handler about
walking on the leash is achieving and maintaining balance.
One of the most effective ways to do this is by leading a
dog with Two Points of Contact.
Tellington TTouch has been using the concept of leading
with Two Points of Contact since the early 1990s. Today,
many companies manufacture double ended leashes and
harnesses with front and back hardware.
Leading a dog with Two Points of Contact provides the han‐
dler with influence over the dog’s feet and body which is
not possible with a single point of contact. A leash with a
light snap on either end is ideal for leading with two points
of contact. Placing one end on a ring at the chest and the
other as far forward on the back as possible will give the handler the optimal position to rebal‐
ance and support a dog who tends to pull on the leash.
With Two Points of Contact the handler can use each end independently so that they can help
to shift the dog’s weight up and back towards the hind quarters without tightening the dog
through the neck, back and shoulders.
Unlike only one point of contact, control or influence is not dependent on pulling back or turn‐
ing the dog towards you.
With a chest and back attachment, the handler
can help contain the dog’s movement without
sacrificing balance or putting the dog into an
awkward, potentially detrimental long term,
posture.
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Change the Posture: Change the Behaviour
Basic Leash Skills
Leash work is one of the most influential aspects of the Tellington TTouch work for
dogs. Mindful work on the leash enables an animal to override habitual patterns of posture
and movement and to learn without fear or force.
Helping a dog come more into balance on leash reduces reactivity, leash pulling, and many
other “issues” without force. Many of the leash work exercises are unique to the Tellington
TTouch method and help create consistent, comfortable, loose‐leash walking without correc‐
tions or distractions.
Changing postural patterns through movement helps retain the effectiveness of bodywork as
well as change behavioural patterns associated with pain or tension.
Tellington TTouch exercises in the “Confidence Course”, using a variety of elements (including
labyrinth, ground poles and surfaces) result in improved self‐control, focus, self‐confidence,
cooperation, balance and coordination.
One of the most common "issues" confronting dog guardians, and in turn their trainers,
is Leash pulling. While it may be the owners who outwardly struggle with the issue, it is most
certainly a detriment to the dogs as well.
The ideal scenario is that a dog walks on a loose leash cooperatively at all times; however, this
is not the reality in the majority of cases. When confronted
with this issue of leash pulling, it is not uncommon to hear it
described as “my dog likes to pull on the leash” or “my dog
only pulls when there is a distraction”.
Many dogs are also more reactive or fearful on leash, poten‐
tially creating many situational issues.
If dogs did not have anything to pull against, leash pulling
would not exist; we, as the handlers, are the equal and op‐
posite force in the reaction equation.
So why do some dogs pull on leash and others easily walk
along on a loose leash? While there are a variety of complex
reasons that can go into the leash pulling scenario, much of
it comes back to a basic question of balance and self‐
carriage.
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Being in self‐carriage allows an animal to
better adapt to new stimuli, physical or
mental. Having self‐carriage implies that
the animal tends to have a functional, bio
‐mechanically correct posture that en‐
ables movement and reaction without
requiring large adjustments of balance
or prolonged moments in reflex.
A dog that is very unbalanced physically,
mentally, and/or emotionally will tend to
be out of balance in all of these ar‐
eas. This is well displayed in many dogs
that are ‘’dog reactive” on leash. Often
these same dogs are not at all “dog reac‐
tive” when off leash, which suggests that
it is the confinement of the leash that
triggers this response.

For a more in depth look at all aspects of equipment, handler awareness exercises, and Tel‐
lington TTouch Leash work exercises and techniques, see “Harnessing Your Dog’s Perfection”
by Robyn Hood and Mandy Pretty. Available through www.ttouch.ca an d www.ttouch.com
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Balance Leash
Pulling on the leash is a common problem for dogs and their
people. Generally the more pressure you have on the dog’s
collar the more it triggers him to pull and pulling causes
many dogs to be more reactive. This is not intentional on
the part of the dog but rather a reflex; remember ‐ for every
action there is an equal and opposite reaction.
Taking the pressure off the neck and onto the chest puts a
dog in better balance and brings his weight back over his
feet instead of leaning forward.
The Balance Leash is one of the original Tellington TTouch
leading tools for dogs. It is one of the simplest and easy to
use techniques, and has the versatility to be used on the fly with virtually any type of leash or
harness/collar configuration. This makes the Balance Leash a fantastic tool for shelter workers
or for any situation when you are unable to use a harness and two points of contact. It can
come in handy if your dog regularly walks on a loose leash but occasionally needs help coming
back into balance.
You can use nearly any leash as a ‘Balance Leash’ which is simple and very effective to stop
pulling:

1. If you are on the right side of your
dog the leash is attached to the dog’s
collar as usual and held in your left hand
with thumb pointing towards the dog’s
collar.

2. With your right hand holding the end
of the leash, drop the middle of the
leash across the chest of the dog from
the left shoulder to the right.
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3. Make sure that the part of the lead running directly from the collar to your left hand is
slightly slack and keep the portion of the leash across the chest with little or no tension.
The feel of the leash across the chest is enough to keep many dogs from pulling.

4. When your dog pulls take the slack out of the leash and gently pull and release on the line
around his chest.

* Take care not to pull the line upward onto the dog’s neck. This is especially effective on me‐
dium to large sized dogs.
The Balance Leash has a variety of useful applications – coming to and from a training class
when dogs are excited; in class to help sit calmly; waiting to see the vet – keeps dogs calmer
and more in balance; for vet nurses or groomers bringing dogs back to their people.
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Balance Leash Plus
This is a modification of the ‘Balance Leash”.
The “Balance Leash Plus” is a more effective option for small dogs
or those who are likely to back or twirl out of the regular “Balance
Leash” configuration.
Unlike the “Balance Leash” where the leash comes across the chest,
in the “Balance Leash Plus”, the leash goes behind the elbow, oppo‐
site the side you are walking on, and comes up between the dog’s
from leg, and is threaded through the collar for stability.
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Leash Stroking
The Tellington TTouch Method has long recognized that
trying to “out pressure” an animal; that is matching
whatever resistance they are offering by applying an
opposite pressure, and releasing only after the animal
has; is not the most effective way of encouraging coop‐
eration and softness. How we manage and reduce this
“opposition response” has changed over the years. We
initially used an “ask and release” motion when giving
any signal on the leash, this is much more effective
than a steady pressure but lacks finesse and can be
abrupt.
Over the past few years there have been develop‐
ments in refining and developing the subtlety and feel
of this technique. Like many of the Tellington TTouch
techniques, work with horses inspired refined tech‐
niques with dogs. After working with Peggy Cummings
and incorporating Connected Riding tools, Sarah Fisher,
TTouch UK Instructor, quickly realized that “Combing of
the Leash” would have many beneficial applications for
dogs.
Teaching handlers to “Stroke the leash” (the technique
as applied to dogs) is a simple and incredibly effective
way of reducing the Opposition Response and changing
the habitual patterns of the human. It also sends a dif‐
ferent, non‐habitual, type of signal to the dog that will
likely get their attention.
To “Stroke the leash” the handler simply slides their hands up the leash, hand under hand, (as
though you were drawing a boat into shore), towards the navel, making a soft connection with
the dog. This can be used in many instances whether it is to slow a rushing dog, make contact
before giving a new signal, or redirecting a dog that is captivated by something in the opposite
direction. You can also take this concept and train yourself to do a “micro slide” anytime you
feel pressure with the idea of interrupting a pulling movement from your dog. Training your‐
self to respond to pressure by allowing the leash to slide several millimeters, rather than hav‐
ing a ‘death grip’ on the leash, can often interrupt the Opposition Response before it starts.
To make your Leash Stroking most effective, it is useful to practice it with another human at
the other end of the leash. Stand across from your human “dog” with both of you holding the
end of the leash. The “handler” can experiment with different pressures, the difference be‐
tween having the end of the leash swinging as they stroke or having it in their hand, adding a
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“pause” between each pass of the hands, and finally how they use their body as a whole.
Being mindful of allowing your entire body to softly follow each hand left to right, in a slight
rotation of the torso, will make a huge difference in how soft and fluid the motion will feel to
the dog. You may also experiment with different pressures of stroking, adjusting it depend‐
ing on how “pull‐y” your “dog” is. Having a human to provide verbal feedback is incredibly
useful when perfecting and refining any new skill.
The beauty of this technique is that; it is incredibly simple to teach toclients, can be used in
virtually any situation, with any type of equipment, and that it REALLY works! Once you add
Leash Stroking to your tool box you will wonder what you ever did without it.

Meet & Melt
Learning to “Meet and Melt” to pressure rather than instantly resisting it is definitely some‐
thing that takes practice. It requires that you override basic instinct and do something that
can seem very counter‐intuitive. Practicing to “Meet & Melt” without a dog can be very
useful.
A simple way to get the idea of this technique is to link your finger tips with your right thumb
and left pinky finger closest to the ceiling and your left thumb and right pinky closest to the
floor. Link your hands this way and center them on your midline, approximately level with
your sternum.
Engage your right tricep muscles. Notice what happens to your left arm? It resists the pull
and pulls back! Just like an out of balance dog and their handler! Now, think about slowly
relaxing the muscles in your right tricep, without losing the link between your fingers. No‐
tice that your left arm miraculously released its pull too!
Now practice this feeling of slowly releasing your pull by attaching a leash to a solid object,
like a heavy table leg or railing. Allow yourself to pull, the inanimate object will certainly not
start the opposition!
Once you get the hang of “melting” it can become a very positive habit anytime you feel
pressure.
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Two Points of Contact
A critical element to re‐educating a dog and handler about walk‐
ing on the leash is achieving and maintaining balance. One of
the most effective ways to do this is by leading a dog with two
points of contact.
Tellington TTouch has been using the concept of leading with
Two Points of Contact since the early 1990’s. Today, many com‐
panies manufacture double ended leashes and harnesses with
front and back hardware.
Leading a dog with Two Points of Contact provides the handler
with influence over the dog’s feet and body which is not possi‐
ble with a single point of contact. A leash with a light snap on
either end is ideal for leading with two points of contact. Placing one end on a ring at the
chest and the other as far forward on the back as possible will give the handler the optimal
position to rebalance and support a dog who tends to pull on the leash.
With two points of contact the handler can use each end independently so that they can help
to shift the dog’s weight up and back towards the hind quarters without tightening the dog
through the back and shoulders.
Unlike only one point of contact, control or influence is not dependent on pulling back or turn‐
ing the dog towards you. With a chest and back attachment, the handler can help contain the
dog’s movement without sacrificing balance or putting the dog into an awkward, potentially
detrimental long term, posture.
As with any leading technique, using a “meet and melt”,
“ask and release” or “stroke and stride” signals, outlined in
later chapters, are most effective in positively affecting a
dog’s balance.
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The Harmony Leash & Handle
Inspired by the Freedom Leash sliding handle, Robyn Hood developed the Harmony Leash and
Handle as a complement to the TTouch Harmony Harness.
The leash itself is adjustable in length and allows for versatility and ease of use for the handler
and the handle has a swivel which is less likely to tangle or twist the leash.
All snaps and hardware on the leash are lightweight yet durable so as not to interfere with the
dog’s balance or comfort.
Both the adjustable Harmony Leash and Harmony Handle can be used together, for optimal
results, or on their own. The TTouch Harmony Harness is designed with this leash/handle set
in mind.
This addition to the Tellington TTouch Method has made the quest for loose leash walking
even easier to attain by helping the dog and handler find a balanced connection.
This two point attachment encourages a more balanced posture for dog and handler. The han‐
dle allows for the contact to move from front to back, dividing the pressure. There is often an
instant the change in balance and relaxation.
Using this configuration of Handle and Leash is quite effortless and with a few simple tech‐
niques you can easily troubleshoot some of the most habitual leash pullers.
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Technique #1 The Post
A common way to work with a pulling dog is to stop and be like a neutral ‘post’, then wait for
your dog to release the pull or come back to you. This reduces your contribution to the
“pulling match”, creating a neutral point of contact.
As soon as you feel pressure on the leash, simply place both hands through the handle and
bend your elbows to keep your hands close to your body and stop your feet. This prevents the
handler from adding to the pull dynamic.
Once you have mastered “Meet and Melt”(pg 80) add it to your “Post” to reduce pulling even
more quickly.
As the dog comes into balance and lightens on the leash, turn your body, call the dog enthusi‐
astically and walk in the other direction ‐ without pulling on the lead.
If “The Post” is not working, ensure that you are not inadvertently pulling with your arms. To
be most effective your arms should be passively resting next to your body, with your elbows
bent.
It is also important to keep your body in a neutral posture, aligning your ear, shoulder, hip and
ankle bone. Many people will habitually lean back and tighten their lumbar area when stand‐
ing, this makes any contact on the leash feel stronger than you realize.
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Technique #2 Meet & Melt
As discussed earlier, “Meet & Melt” is one of the number one techniques to have on hand
ANY time you feel a pull or the hint of resistance when handling an animal in any situation,
regardless of what type of equipment you are using. Developed by Peggy Cummings
“Connected Riding” method, “Meet & Melt” trains the handler to diffuse the “Opposition Re‐
flex” without throwing the animal out of balance.
As soon as there is pressure on the leash, most dogs will go into “Opposition” and lean—
putting them out of balance. To diffuse pulling by using “Meet & Melt”, simply “Meet” the
pressure of the pull, pause, and slowly “melt” to release the pressure, incrementally so that
you do not “drop” the dog. A slow “Melt” rather than a quick release allows the dog to come
back into balance rather than falling into the lean.

If your dog is not responding to “Meet & Melt” try making the “Melt” slower. An abrupt re‐
lease will just put the dog more out of balance and send them forward.
Notice if you are holding your breath or have locked any joints in your body. Mindful breath‐
ing and soft joints make “Meet & Melt” much more effective.
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Technique #3 Turn & Walk
The “Turn & Walk” technique is a great way to “reset” your position since it automatically puts
the handler ahead and gets you out of the “Water Skier” position.
As your dog pulls forward, step forward, towards his inside shoulder as you take your inside
hand forward in front of you and your dog and gently rotate your body away from your dog
while stepping ahead.
Look in the direction that you want to go and keep your feet moving with the leash is loose
and relaxed. The handle will slide forward on the leash.
If you feel pressure on the leash as you are turning, extend your arm & step into the direction
of the dog ‐ to move in the direction that you feel the pressure, think “Meet and Melt”, even
though this will feel completely counter intuitive.
In the moment of release, the dog is able to come back into balance without the pressure of
the leash putting them into an Opposition Response.
As you feel the tension or pull diminish, simply keep moving in the direction you want to go
and engage your dog with your voice.
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Technique #4 The Wheel
The “Wheel” technique helps the handler momentarily “pause” and rebalance the dog so that
a better more “neutral” position can be attained.
To offset pulling with the “Wheel”, maintain the same pres‐
sure on the lead as you take your hand up and forward so it is
directly above where the leash attaches to the harness. You
should not feel as though you lift the dog. The leash should
just have enough pressure so that you feel contact. Once you
feel this slowly “Melt” the contact .
When the signal on the leash is up rather than back, it allows
the dog’s weight to shift so that the dog can come back over
their feet into balance.
You can also use the “Wheel” while moving your feet forward
‐ maintain the pressure you feel but take the leash up and for‐
ward then “Melt” the contact down as you keep your feet
moving. The direction of this movement can also be made
coming up beside the dog, as a water skier would come up
beside a boat, just be careful that you are not triggering a
sideways opposition response.
Make sure the leash is short enough so you don’t have to lift your hand too high. This is where
the TTouch Connector is really helpful.
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The TTouch Connector
The newest piece of equipment in the TTouch Tool box is the TTouch
Connector, a short piece of nylon with a light snap at each end and
the length is adjustable.
The original idea for this came from Finland. One of our Practitio‐
ners, Pia Arhio‐Letho, liked the concept of the Harmony Leash with
the sliding handle but she had four Border Terriers to walk at once.
A friend of hers, Liisa Pennanen, who makes leashes and collars and
came up with the solution. By shortening the leash and putting a
ring in the middle she could one dog to each end of the leash, while
allowing the sliding connection. This allowed her to walk four dogs
using two leash and handle sets and still have two points of contact
on each dog.
We started using the concept in 2018 with very pulley dogs that needed a longer leash for
more space. Typically a single point of contact is used with a long line. Unfortunately, when
attached to only the front ring, the harness slides and pulls the dog out of balance laterally.
When the line is only attached to the back ring, the pressure can create more forward pull in
the dogs.
The TTouch Connector is an adjustable length of leash nylon with a snap at either end. It has a
tab with a ring that slides along the nylon which divides the pressure between the front and
back of the harness. You can attach a long line (leash) with a snap, use a rope, or the leash
with the handle extended, attached to this sliding ring.
It is similar to using the Half‐butterfly but easier for most people to manage and allows for
multiple dogs to be led in balance while having two points of contact.
The TTouch Connector can be
used with any well fitted harness
that has a chest ring and back
ring.
Snap one end of the Connector to
the chest ring and the other to
the back harness ring and attach
your leash or rope to the sliding
ring.
Adjust the length of the Connec‐
tor so that it is short enough so
that the dog will not step into it
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but with enough slack to allow the connector to move from the one side of the dog to the
other as the handler changes sides. You do not want to make it so long that the Connector
really “folds” over the ring, negating the sliding effect and creating more pull. Adjusting the
length can take some experimentation and use before you find the optimal length for your
dog’s height.
As you move with your dog allow them the space to sniff and come into their own balance.
The beauty of the Connector is that you can give your dog the freedom to explore while main‐
taining the potential to encourage them back into balance as you have to direct them or
change direction.
The longer leash length allows you to let the lead slide when your dog pulls which interrupts
the opposition reflex. Allow your dog some space and pause. As you are ready to redirect or
bring the dog closer to you, simply stroke the lead as you step forward and come up to the
side of the dog.
You can easily bring the lead forward to make a turn or stroke the lead ‘up’ as you step for‐
ward helping a dog to shift his weight back and come ‘off the forehand’ and come into bal‐
ance. Many of the techniques described for use in conjunction with the Harmony Leash and
Handle will be equally useful with the Connector.
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Dare to Be Different
In most cases, working with dogs on leash has a fairly uniform “look”, one handler with some
sort of tether to the dog. For some dogs however, there are limitations to this common ap‐
proach. Tellington TTouch works on a Feldenkrais principle that the nervous system pays
more attention to something that is not habitual, ie unfamiliar or different.
When dogs have very ingrained habits in their behavior, whether it be balance or reactivity,
one of the fastest ways to change this habit is to interrupt it with a very different, non‐habitual
experience.
Feldenkrais is a human based method, developed by Moshe Feldenkrais in the 1960’s that sug‐
gests that the nervous system can learn in one lesson if there is no pain, fear of pain and if it is
done in a non‐habitual way.
These principles are the basis for many of the Tellington TTouch Method leading exercises for
all animals. To change a habit, we need to replace it with a more useful one. We achieve this
by doing exercises that are ‘novel’ but not too difficult. This is the principle behind many of
our leading exercises using two handlers, since it asks the dogs to do an “easy” exercise that is
completely unfamiliar—this requires the brain and nervous system to “pay attention”.
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Homing Pigeon
Homing Pigeon is a leading exercise, first developed for horses, that has a handler on both the
left and right side, simultaneously. The name is used to describe a variety of leading positions
which involve a handler on each side. Handlers are connected to the dog with leashes or one
of the rope exercises described below.
Utilizing any leading position in the Homing Pigeon configuration quickly teaches a dog to fo‐
cus, balance, maintain distance, and gives a new experience with different handlers. It gives
information to both sides of the body/brain and teaches a dog to be lead from both sides.
It is useful with reactive dogs to give more of a buffer between other dogs. It can also be a
way to introduce dogs to children without them having to be a primary handler.
Dogs with separation concerns can be gently introduced to
feeling safer with different people without simply having to
leave their person “cold turkey”.
The Homing Pigeon is the ‘umbrella’ used to describe the
positions which involves a handler on each side.
This exercise quickly help a dog to focus, balance, keep a dis‐
tance and give a new experience with different handlers. It
gives information to both sides of the body/ brain and
teaches a dog to be led from both sides.
Various configurations can be used with the leashes





Leads just from the collar (Not from the same ring),
One person with balance leash
Other person with single leash; harness; harness and collar;
Butterfly; or Beeline.

Handlers must communicate with
each other, and give the dog
enough space. It is important to
decide who is the main controller
so only one person is giving signals.
This exercise helps improve com‐
munication for both the handlers
and the dogs.
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Beeline
The Beeline, originally called the Clothes Line or
Washing Line was developed at a workshop.
Carol Rochaix‐Wright and Susan Assad, TTouch
students at the time, were working with a Ger‐
man Shepherd puppy during a shelter visit. The
puppy had started to show collar and leash reac‐
tivity. They came up with the idea to put a har‐
ness on the puppy and simply run a piece of
“clothesline” rope through the top ring on the
harness and just follow the puppy where she
wanted to go. We didn’t see a remarkable change that day, although the puppy was moving
on the lead and that was a change. We went back a day later and the shelter staff reported
that the puppy was not reacting to the leash and collar the way she had. Hmmm. Very inter‐
esting. It seemed as though the unexpected experience changed the way the puppy felt about
the constraint of the leash.
In the beginning, we primarily used Beeline with puppies, or any dog who was not leash
trained, to help them feel comfortable on the leash. It allowed them freedom to feel safe,
move in balance and be comfortable being on a lead without feeling too restricted. By giving a
dog more choice, within parameters, it helps give them more confidence and in turn helps
them learn to make better choices.
Since experimenting with the technique it has revealed itself to be an invaluable exercise for
dogs who have separation concerns, are very nervous, pull on the leash, lean to one side in
opposition or lag on the leash. It is also a great exercise for handlers to give up micro‐
managing and reduce their own pulling habits. It is the space between being on leash and off.
Even when it seems chaotic it works. This is hardest for dogs who have always been ‘told’
what to do and not given a lot of choice.
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Butterfly
This configuration is a halfway point between the freedom of the Bee Line and the specific in‐
fluence of Two Points of Contact.
The sliding nature of the rope reduces any inadvertent pulling on the handler’s part and the
contact on the chest helps dogs shift their balance back. The Butterfly offers a choice rather
than a command and gives more information about what the handler wants than the Bee Line
while still allowing the dog a choice about where they are in relation to the handler.
To stop or slow the dog you can stroke on the front rope as you step forward and slowly melt
as the dog walks into balance.
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Half butterfly
The Half Butterfly is the cousin of the Butterfly. Exactly as it sounds, the Half Butterfly is es‐
sentially the Butterfly leading position with a single handler. The Half Butterfly stabilizes the
harness and prevents any lateral movement.
The lead length gives you ample room to allow the rope to slide some distance, especially
helpful with large, pulley dogs.
Allowing the slide breaks up the Opposition Response so the dog has nothing to pull against,
and comes back into balance.
The Half Butterfly is a good option when you are alone and want to give a strong dog more
space or to work with a second person when coaching a client. It acts in a similar way to the
TTouch Connector.
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The Playground for Higher Learning
Mindful groundwork is a key component in the Tellington TTouch Method, for horses, dogs
and a few other animals. Fundamental components of this groundwork are the “Playground
for Higher Learning” for dogs.
At first glance one may be forgiven for thinking of them as just simple obstacle courses de‐
signed to promote obedience and willingness from our animals however their significance
goes much deeper. The “Playground for Higher Learning” for dogs, could be most accurately
described as “Awareness Courses” for both the dogs and the humans involved, with mindful‐
ness being a key focus.
Benefits of the “Playground for Higher Learning”










Promotes fun; which enhances learning.
Encourages focus for all parties.
Slows the process down requiring the nervous system to pay more attention.
Requires non‐habitual movement.
Increases coordination and balance (mental, emotional and physical).
Helps animals become successful which improves confidence.
Handlers become more clear with their signals as they navigate, improving communication
and cooperation.
Slow movement develops muscle at a deeper level than fast movement.

Whenever we take an animal through the exercises the most important aspect is how they are
able to navigate the elements, not just that they are willing to do it.
Is the animal balanced physically?
Do they rush through the exercise?
Is their posture functional?
Do they seem relaxed?
Being conscious of these questions
will ensure that the exercises are be‐
ing used to their full potential.
Pressure and good timing can push
an animal through just about any‐
thing, but it does not mean that they
have learned the exercise or feel
comfortable with it.
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A key tenant to all of the exercises is the ability to “chunk down” the exercise, meaning that
one can make it as easy as it needs to be for the animal to be successful and maintain a low
level of stress.
Breaking an obstacle into small, seemingly insignificant steps usually results in greater learning
and faster progress in the long run.
Taking learning into movement, as these courses do, increases proprioceptive input (the
awareness of where the body is in space). Proprioceptive input increases dopamine, a neuro‐
transmitter that influences the emotional state clearly linking the importance of physical,
emotional and mental balance.

The Labyrinth
Of all the elements in the “Playground for Higher
Learning” the Labyrinth is probably the most
iconic. Studies done by Anna Wise have sug‐
gested that going through the Labyrinth acti‐
vates all four hemispheres of the brain for both
the handler and the animal which helps explain
some of the profound changes we have seen
with this deceptively simple exercise.
What you need:
Poles of various materials such as PVC pipe, half‐rounds, guttering, ropes, painters tape if in a
building.
The general size of the Labyrinth may be adjusted for smaller or larger animals and the pole
lengths you have available—generally 8‐10 feet for dogs.
Benefits:

Teaches obedience, focus and patience for dog & handler.

Improves coordination, flexibility and balance.

Provides a predictable exercise that can be used as a check‐in as new layers are added
(eg. body wraps, or being handled by different people).

Helps introduce parameters.

Promotes fun; which enhances learning.

Slows the process down requiring the nervous system to pay more attention.

Requires non‐habitual movement.

Helps animals become successful which improves confidence.

Handlers become clearer with their signals as they navigate, improving communication
and cooperation.

Slow movement develops muscle at a deeper level than fast movement.
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The Labyrinth can be done in various leading configura‐
tions. Generally begin with one handler, with two points
of contact for dogs. Adjust leading positions as suitable
to each individual animal.
Regardless of which leading position you choose you
generally want to stop before each corner to regroup,
refocus, and rebalance. Requiring a slow, mindful, nego‐
tiation of the corners will mean that the animal will bet‐
ter use themselves and organize rather than just fall
through the turn.
Give yourself plenty of room to ask for a stop before you
actually get to the corner. Remember that the signal has
to go from your brain, to your body, to the animal’s
body, then to their brain and back to their body before
you actually see the response. Pausing before asking again will usually result in a more re‐
sponsive partner. If you are in Homing Pigeon, the person on the outside asks for the forward
signal, ideally towards the outside corner, while the inside handler waits for forward momen‐
tum before signally how much turn there should be. Imagine turning a Tractor Trailer around
the bend rather than a scooter.
If an animal is having difficulty falling in on one side, consider using a Homing Pigeon variety
to help maintain balance and create boundaries. Does your dog have separation concerns?
Consider navigating the Labyrinth with the Bee‐Line so they have the freedom to move to‐
wards and away from their “person” without feeling too controlled.
Be mindful of HOW your animal is
using their body while they go
through the Labyrinth.
Do they bend the same left and
right? Does the speed and
rhythm of their stride maintain
through the transitions?
What does their posture do as
they start and stop?
Notice how they track through
the turns and whether they are
able to shift their balance and
reorganize.
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Original Labyrinth
We have used this configuration for 40 years. It has a
clearly delineated pattern to follow. Ideally dogs are
walked through fairly slowly, stopping before each corner.
This is NOT about obedience training but working to im‐
prove the communication and mindfulness.

Open Labyrinth
This started from a situation where the
poles were too short. By opening the dis‐
tance between the poles it allows more
options to use the labyrinth.

Variations:


Make an open Labyrinth. Place the middle 4 poles parallel so you have 4 openings in
the corners. This creates an extremely versatile and non‐habitual exercise for those
who have become habituated to this wonderful element.



Place the poles on “pole pods” or tires to make a raised Labyrinth.



You can vary the width of the labyrinth ‐ always start wider.



Go across the labyrinth poles.



If your dog has dysplasia or painful hips see if he is willing to do the labyrinth ‐ if not
avoid making turns or walking over raised poles.



You can make a round labyrinth from marine rope.



You can enlarge the labyrinth by making more turns.
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Surfaces
With its humble beginnings as a first step to help horses become comfortable in the trailer
loading process, the use of Surfaces in the “Playground for Higher Learning” and “Confidence
Course” has grown exponentially. Now much more than a piece of plywood or tarpaulin, Sur‐
faces of all kinds are used for horses and dogs alike. The only limit is your imagination!
Some ideas:

Plywood

Wooden platforms

Tarp

Shade Cloth

Rugs

Canvas

Astro Turf

Rubber mats

Flat boards

Styrofoam

Cardboard

Mesh screens

Corrugated metal

Bubble wrap

Laminate flooring

Linoleum pieces

Foam of various density

Benefits:

Builds trust and communica‐
tion.

Increases self‐confidence

Improves balance and coordi‐
nation.

Improves propreoception.

Prepares animals for a variety
of everyday exercises; climb‐
ing stairs; various flooring;
getting into the car, agility
obstacles.
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Poles
Poles or similar items are great exercises to help
improve balance, focus, confidence and self‐
control. This pattern is especially good to slow
down dogs who rush.

What to use:








PVC pipe ‐ cut in half lengthwise so they
will not roll ‐ this is good when making a
labyrinth.
Fan ‐ also called a star.
2” x 1” stripes of wood.
Pool noodles—they can be difficult in the wind or if you have dogs who want to pick
them up.
Dowling.
Horse jump poles ‐ if you have access.

Poles can be used in a variety of ways:


Cavalettis ‐ in a straight line: raised on one end;
both ends; alternate ends; vary the distances.



Pick‐up sticks ‐ The configuration of the Pickup
sticks is set up like a slightly organized mess of
Double triangle
sticks. You can use any length of poles. Lay them out
to create different sized spaces for a horse or dog to step into and through. Be careful
that the poles are not set too high and won't roll into each other.



Fan ‐ the poles are raised at one end.



Double Triangle configuration.

Cones
Simple, yet effective, cones can help Improve flexibil‐
ity, focus and balance.
Increasing flexibility through the rib cage can be help‐
ful for dogs with reactivity issues.
Cones can be used as focal points for both dog and
handler. You can use this in Homing Pigeon with the
handlers staying on each side and the dog weaving.
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Tires
Tires offer another element that gives you
options.
You can use different types of tires ‐ car
tires are larger and stable—you can put
them on the ground to walk through; you
can put a board on top as a walk over.
You can also use motorcycle tires—a little
smaller and easier to transport and store.
Bicycle tires work well, a bit like using
hoola hoops but they don’t move as much.

Platforms and Bridges
If you have access to the materials, low
bridges and platforms can be an excellent
addition to the “Playground”. These can
be simple and temporary, made with tires
and boards, or solidly build out of lumber
or pallets into longer term, “elements”.
Platforms and Bridges can help enhance
confidence and balance and create clear
signals.
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Tellington TTouch® Glossary for Dogs
There are many words and concepts we use in Tellington TTouch® (TTouch) to define body‐
work techniques, movement exercises and tools we use. Since many of these are used to de‐
scribe things exclusive to TTouch, not everyone will be familiar with them. This glossary will
help.
The various TTouches and leading positions are named after some of our friends in the animal
kingdom. Rather than having to describe the part of the hand and way to use it we have given
them names which help attach a visual picture to each one and to bring some humour into our
lives.

TTEAM – was the original acronym which stood for Tellington‐Touch Equine Awareness
Method or Tellington‐Touch Every Animal Method.

Tellington TTouch®‐ the Tellington of course refers to founder Linda Tellington‐Jones and
TTouch to Trust Touch as a big part of this work helps to develop trust.

“Chunking Down” or breaking down the steps is what we do when a being is not able to
do, or accept what we ask.

TTouch Bodywork
The following TTouches are single one and a quarter clockwise circles with the thumb stabiliz‐
ing the hand and the fingers making contact on the animal starting at “6” on the clock (the
bottom of the circle – closest to the ground – so you can start with a lift). Move the skin
around in a circle and a quarter then pause and release. The back of the wrist should be
straight; be aware of your breathing and keep your hand and arm relaxed.
Imagining the a clock face, we start the circle where ‘6’ would be on a clock so it is initiated
with a lifting of the skin; if you start at ‘12’ on the clock the fingers drag down and tighten the
skin rather than releasing it. The circles are intended to be mindful and bring awareness to
the body.
Many people refer to the Tellington TTouch® as ‘massage’ because it is a word they can re‐
late to and that is what it looks like until you experience the TTouch. Most massage tech‐
niques involve a rubbing motion and the intent is to affect the muscular system. The TTouch
moves the tissue under the fingers rather than rubbing across it. The intention is to activate
neural pathways to the brain. When you affect the nervous system it also affects the muscle.
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TTouch Pressure ‐ to determine what is meant when we talk about the amount of pres‐
sure in terms of numbers – ie use a 1‐3 pressure. To give you an idea of the degrees of pres‐
sure: place your thumb lightly on your cheek and touch your eyelid or top of your cheekbone
with your fingers. Touch your eyelid or top of cheek with as light a pressure as possible and
still move the skin in a single one and a quarter circle without rubbing over the skin. Move
your fingers to your upper forearm and touch the area with the same amount of pressure as
on the eyelid (cheekbone). Make single circles with the pads of your fingers in several places
on your arm to get the feel of the pressure. You should notice that there is no indentation in
the skin. That is a ‘1’ pressure.
Go back to your eyelid, or cheekbone, and make several more circles with as much pressure
as you are comfortable with – if you are using your cheekbone you will just feel the top of your
cheekbone. Repeat the process on your forearm, now you should see a slight indentation in
the tissue, which is about a 3 pressure. We mostly use a 1‐4 pressure with small animals.

Observation ‐ Looking at animals considering posture, tension, response to environment
and their language. We are observing all the time that we are working with animals. This
helps us find the smallest triggers or concerns that relate to the big behaviours.

Exploration – describes the techniques we use to show the amount of tension, fear, discom‐
fort or pain in an animal’s body. When doing an exploration on a dog, cat or rabbit use the
flat hand (either the palm or back of the hand, to be less threatening) to check for heat/cold;
lumps and bumps; uneven muscling and level of acceptance to being touched. If an animal is
concerned about being touched, or of strangers, have the owners do the exploration and
watch for the response, or use something other than your hand. As you stroke down the legs
– does the dog pick them up or pull away? Check the temperature of the pads – are they
warm, cool, sweaty? What is the reaction as you move back towards the tail – does the dog
move away or sit down? This is all information about the animal’s level of confidence, self‐
mage and concern.

Circular TTouches
Usually 1 ¼ circle; move the tissue under the fingers/hand as opposed to rub‐
bing; generally done in a clockwise direction, start with a lift of the tissue (at ‘6’
on the clock), move around the numbers of the ‘clock’ past 6 to 8 or 9 on the
clock; the thumb stabilizes the hand; all four fingers are involved.

Variations:
Abalone ‐ the whole hand is laid softly on the animal with the palm and fin‐
gers making contact depending on the contour of the muscle. This touch
moves a large area of skin which diffuses the contact.
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Bear—with fingers are curved as they would be with “Raccoon”, gen‐
tly press straight inward making contact with the finger nail. Make a
small circle and a quarter. Pause and slowing allow the tissue to
sponge out as you fingers lift off. This TTouch allows you to go in
deeply with out a lot of pressure or pain.

Chimp ‐ curl your fingers and use the first knuckle joints or be‐
tween the first and second knuckle joints to make contact with the
skin. Baby Chimp is done with the nail. This touch generally less
threatening & less invasive and can be helpful for people with arthri‐
tis or stiff fingers to help encourage movement of the knuckles.

Clouded Leopard – describes the basic TTouch position with the fingers
slightly curved. Using the pads of the fingers to make contact with the tis‐
sue, fingers are near each other, knuckle and the heel of the hand is usually
held OFF the body so the back of the wrist remains straight.

Llama – uses the back of the fingers with the hand softly open. Is a less threat‐
ening way of making contact. Use to make circular touches or stroking – useful
as initial contact or whenever an animal shows concern.
Lying Leopard – this is a more diffused, less invasive TTouch using the fingers
including the first and second knuckle joint to move the skin in a circle and a
quarter. It spreads the contact over a larger area and is useful when the animal
is too sensitive for a deeper touch.

Orangutan – uses the back of the fingers, with the fingers at about a 90 de‐
gree angle from the palm. It is a more pressure than the Llama.
Baby Orang – contact is made with the space between MIP and DIP joints.

Raccoon – Curve your fingers so the last phalange is vertical and are fingers
near each other. These are used with a 1‐3 pressure around areas of injury,
swelling or arthritis; or in preparation to put in eye or ear drops or before an in‐
jection. It helps increase circulation and promote healing.

Tiger – the fingers are curved as in the Raccoon or Bear but the fin‐
gers are spread apart and contact is made with the fingernail, like
extended tiger’s claws. It is like making 4 separate circles at once.
This is helpful on heavy muscled people; or dogs or cats with long
hair, itchy skin, or some very active dogs.
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Turtle—place both hands opposite one another somewhere on the body ie. Shoulders, barrel,
haunches with making contact as you would with the Abalone. One hand starts at noon while
the other starts at 6 on the clock. Move the tissue under your hands in a circle and a quarter
and pause, ending with a lift if you choose.

Lifts
Belly lifts with companion animals they are usually done with one person. They can be done
with a folded elastic bandage, or your hands. Start just behind the elbows
lift slowly and stretch the bandage a little, pause 5 – 10 seconds and slowly
release. Move back a few inches and repeat, moving back towards the
flank area as is acceptable. You can also use one or two hands under the
belly and do the same thing – or the back of the hand for very sensitive ani‐
mals. Good for digestive issues and tension in the belly or the back.

Inch Worm ‐ can be done along the neck and back. Helps release tension.
Place both hands on the dog with just enough pressure to avoid sliding across the skin. Bring
your hands slowly towards each other by moving the tissue, pause, and slowly allow the tissue
to move back to the starting place, then moving out slightly with the same motion. Go back to
your starting point and move both hands off the body and continue along the back.

Octopus – can be done on the entire body of the dog or on the legs. This move is compli‐
cated but quite wonderful to do and to receive. It helps increase circulation, ground an ani‐
mal and is fantastic on tired legs. See video.

Python Lifts – Place your hands on either side of the dog (if they are comfortable with you),
take a breath in and as you exhale support the tissue up about a ½ “, pause, inhale, and slowly
release as you exhale. It is often combined with the Lying Leopard or Aba‐
lone as the Coiled Python. These lifts are wonderful to use on the shoul‐
ders and hip of arthritic dogs to reduce tension and increase circulation. On
the legs of most dogs you may just use one hand or your thumb and index
finger to gently cuff the leg, pause and slowly return the skin to the starting
position. Helps improve balance, ground a nervous dog and increase confi‐
dence.
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Slides
Lick of the Cow’s Tongue – connects the belly to the back with your
hand. Make initial contact on the belly with the back of your hand. If ok,
start with your finger tips raking from the far side of the belly mid line, slid‐
ing up to mid barrel. Mid barrel allow your hand to rotate so your fingers
are leading, continuing the diagonal motion across the spine. Can be con‐
tinued along the length of the barrel.
Noah’s March – is what we call the long connecting strokes of the hand all
over the body – which integrates entire body after using TTouch. It is also a
nice way to introduce yourself to an animal. You can also use the back of
the hand (Llama) to be less threatening or invasive.

Tarantula’s Pulling the Plow ‐ name came from skin rolling, it is done in
lines along an animal’s body starting on the shoulder, ribs and hindquarters,
or with cats and dogs starting at the back end and walking forward. Place
your hands, open, side by side with your thumb tips touching, WALK your
index fingers together and then your middle fingers pushing a wave or fur‐
row of skin along with the thumbs. Can also be done with one hand. Helps
increase circulation and can be helpful with dogs or cats who do not like to
be touched or groomed and are overly sensitive.

Troika – named after the Russian sleigh configuration. With your fingers curved and your
thumb near your index finger start the movement by sliding your nails or fingertips across the
skin in a circular, scratching motion, with a bigger circle, then a smaller one. Your thumb can
also be engaged into the circle. It is generally done with a light pressure with a cat or dog de‐
pending on the length of hair and what is acceptable to the animal. It can be a good starting
place with animals not really accepting of touch. Remember the ‘pause’

Zebra ‐ ZigZag – for dogs and cats start along the shoulder, torso and
hindquarters to wake‐up and connect the body and introduce yourself.
Start with your fingers curved and the thumb touching your index finger.
Move your hand across the hair by opening your fingers and thumb. This
motion is repeated as you move along the body in a zig‐zag line.
It helps connect and animal from front to back.
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Lili Chin Artwork

Combination
Coiled Python ‐ this TTouch combines a circular touch with a lift – usually done with a Lying
Leopard or Abalone but can be done with other circles as well – when you complete the circle
at ‘9’ on the clock support the tissue up, pause and slowly carry it back down.

Extremities
Ear TTouch – stroking the ears from the base (or middle of the animal’s
head) to the tips. If animal object use back of hand, take the ear against the
animal’s head or use something over your hand such as a sheepskin or sock.
Helps to calm, improve overall health; car sickness, anaesthetic recovery,
shock.

Mouth TTouch – doing TT’s around and inside the mouth – starting with
back of hand; or supporting the dog’s chin in your hand. Wearing a face
wrap often makes Mouthwork more acceptable.

Tail TTouch– tension held in the tail usually goes along with fear and lack
of confidence. Start with the back of hand around the hindquarter and
stroke down the tail. You can also use the back of your hand on the under‐
side of the tail or with an open hand. Tailwork can include gently circling
the tail. Purling down the tail and/or sliding down the tail with a light con‐
nection and then slowly releasing. Can be done with the animal standing or
lying down. Tailwork can increase confidence and help to free the animal’s
back.

Leg Exercises ‐ a series of circular movements done with front and back legs to increase
range of motion, free up the shoulders, back and hindquarters and improve balance. These
are done within the comfortable range for the dog and be sure to keep each leg well under the
dog’s body to help keep the dog in balance. Gentle movement can also be done when the dog
is lying comfortably on his side.
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Equipment
Harnesses We use a variety of harnesses based on the fit and comfort
of the dog. For many dogs we have found that one of the TTouch har‐
nesses ‐ an adaptation of an H harness to give enough room behind the
dog’s elbow, but with a clip on the side so that it does not have to be
put on over the dog’s head and rings front and back for two points of
leash contact.

Harmony Leash/handle: Allows many dogs to easily learn loose
leash walking, in balance, and allowing the person to be in balance as
well.

Wand – we use a 100 cm stiff whip with a hard plastic ‘button’ on the
end which we import from Germany because we are unable to get a
whip with the same balance. We refer to them as ‘wands’ because most people think of a
whip as being used for punishment. Our intention is
to use the wand as an extension of the arm to stroke, give
reassurance and light signals. We primarily use the wands with
horses but they can be helpful in making contact with a nervous
dog or cat. It was not covered in the online portion of the course.

TTouch Connector—a short double ended, adjustable piece of
nylon with a sliding ring. Allows dogs to be walked at a distance
with the freedom allowed by the Harmony Leash/Handle system.

Body wrap – using one or two elastic bandages depending on the
length and size of the animal. The body wrap gives animals a sense of
connection and gives the animal feedback about tension and space.
There are many configurations you can use depending on the animal.
Generally start with a half or quarter wrap – in the beginning leave on
for a few minutes and then remove. Very helpful reducing fear with
loud noise, thunderstorms, carsickness, gaining confidence; improving
movement and de‐stressing.

Head/ Face wrap – is like a Body Wrap for the head and neck. Can be
used across the forehead or a cross between the ears to help with focus,
calming and general relaxation, or around the nose to help with barking,
whining, reactivity or in preparation for a headcollar. It acts like putting a ‘thinking cap’ on.
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Balance Leash – this is a simple technique to help
dogs come into balance should they pull on the
lead. The middle of the leash goes around the chest
of the dog to take the pressure off the dog’s neck.
Balance Leash Plus – for small dogs or those
who might back or twist out of the regular balance
leash. The leash goes behind the elbow opposite
the side you are walking and comes up between the
dog’s legs and then usually up through the collar.

Homing Pigeon (Journey of) ‐ the name is used to describe
the position which involves a handler on each side. This position
quickly teaches a dog to focus, balance, keep a distance and give a
new experience with different handlers. It gives information to
both sides of the body/brain and teaches a dog to be lead from
both sides. Useful with reactive dogs to give more buffer.
Various configurations can be used with the leashes – leads just
from the collar (Not from the same ring), one person with balance leash – other person with
single leash; harness; harness and collar; butterfly; or clothesline. Handlers must communi‐
cate with each other, give the dog enough space and decide who is the main controller so only
one person is giving signals.

Beeline ‐ single rope slides freely through a ring at the back of
the harness. Dog can find balance & freedom. Excellent for pup‐
pies as a more balanced start to leash work, dogs who tend to
lag, dogs with separation concerns or help familiarize a dog to
new people.

Butterfly ‐ a leading position where the rope running through
the back ring and then through the front ring of the harness. It
gives the dog a bit more information and the handlers more in‐
fluence. Helpful for forward going, out of balance dogs.

Playground of Higher Learning ‐ what we call a Confidence
course or groundwork that we do with the dogs.
This includes a variety of “elements” including; Labyrinth; different sur‐
faces; fan; pole configurations including double triangle, uneven poles;
cones; hoops or tires; ladder; teeter totter; walk over. These are done
slowly to help animals and their people improve balance, coordination,
focus, transfer to real life situations and give a non‐habitual experience.
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Resources
USA
www.ttouch.com
info@tellingtontraining.com

Canada
www.ttouch.ca
ttouch@shaw.ca
1‐800‐255‐2336

Australia
www.ttouchaustralia.com.au
ttouch@hbi.com.au
UK
www.ttouchtraining.co.uk

South Africa
www.ttouch.co.za
info@ttouch.co.za
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